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DAY 1
BUSINESS MODEL ACTION PLAN

Introduction to Business Plan
• An Entrepreneur's Journey
• Viability & Bankability Concepts
• 5C's Evaluation Criteria
• The Importance of Business Plan
• The Necessary Documents
• Business Plan Format

Smarter and Faster Way
To a Bankable Business Plan

The Business Model Action Plan (BMAP) is a unique entrepreneur
development programme for entrepreneurs aspiring to turn their ideas into
a sustainable and bankable business plan.

WHO SHOULD ATTEND

New and existing entrepreneurs aspiring to:
• Transform their ideas into a sustainable and bankable business plan
• Prepare a full set of business proposal for financing application

METHODOLOGY

• Knowledge Sharing Session
• Hands-on and Interactive Workshop with Group Activities
• Periodical Business Coaching & Mentoring

Operational/Technical Aspect
• Location of Business Premises
• Renovation Works
• Margin of Financing (Machinery
/Equipment/Vehicle & MOF)
• Process Flow and SOPs
• Raw Materials/Stocks

DAY 2

The specially designed 2-day programme will introduce you to the Business
Model Canvas (BMC), a strategic management and entrepreneurial tool that
will allow you to describe, design and challenge your business model on a
simple, intuitive and flexible template. At the end of the programme, you will
be able to develop a full set of business proposal for financing application.

Business Modeling using
Business Model Canvas (BMC)
• What is it?
• The 9 Building Blocks
• How to Maximise BMC

Marketing Aspect
• Product/Service Profile
• Industry Research
• Customer Segments
• Marketing Mix Plan & Strategies
• Marketing Strategy
• Competitive Analysis
Management Aspect
• Essential Management Skills
• Organisation Structure
• Experience and Know-How
Financial Aspect
• Costing and Budgeting
• Working Capital Concept
• Financial Projection
Conclusion
• SWOT & Mitigation Strategies

Crafting a Business Plan has never been easier. SIGN UP NOW!
GIVE OUR FRIENDLY TEAM A CALL TODAY
WAN KHALAF
Tel
• +603 2615 2006 / +6016 262 3424
Email • khalaf@smebank.com.my

Up to 6-Month

Periodical Business
Coaching & Mentoring
for Business Plan
Refinement with a
Maximum of
4 Touch Points

NIK AHMAD
Tel
• +603 2615 2970 / +6012 354 7066
Email • ahmad.muariﬀ@smebank.com.my
Nurturing Excellence
Centre For Entrepreneur Development And Research Sdn. Bhd. (1042601-M)
Level 6, Menara SME Bank, Jalan Sultan Ismail,
50250 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia • www.cedar.my •
cedarsmebank
Tel: +603 2615 2020 • Fax: +603 2692 5916
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Reflections

Reflections

The Quest of Building
a Sustainable Business

W

ith prospect of a softInitiative
economy still very much dominating the
A Worthwhile
global business front, 2017 is very likely to remain a challenging

year for the entrepreneurial community.
The immediate consideration for every small medium
enterprise (SME) is putting in place the right strategy to sustain
SEAN is of
entering
into must
another
of regional
growth. Businesses, regardless
their size
bephase
able to
come upcooperation
with creative
withto foster
the implementation
of the ASEAN Economic
yet innovative mechanism
growth.
Community (AEC) in 2015.
To live up to the challenges
of growth,
must potential
first of all
Acknowledging
the they
enormous
thatpossess
AEC willselfbelief and grit to soldierbring
on given
opportunities
are in abundance
evencountries
in times of
to the
ASEAN community,
the 10 member
adversity.
are relentlessly working to ensure that they are able to fully
benefit
from this
This is not only
a matter
of significant
having theinitiative.
right blend of personnel, but also the ability
Our chief
interest
is none
other than
the formation
of a strategic
to forge cooperation
and
helping
employees
adapt
to the frequent
changes
plan thatgrowth
will enable
ASEAN
SMEs
to thrive on a regional platform
associated action
with spurring
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trying
times.
in their business ventures.
Notwithstanding
the above,
be initiative
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Our ultimate
hope isSME
that entrepreneurs
the AEC will bemust
a noble
in that
on advanced
equipment
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while to
at excel
the same
time, ensuring
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to bemarket
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their goods
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From the
revenue
a need strengths
to have awhile
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understanding
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of the market
clients’ needs in order to adapt and innovate, whether by
We cannot deny the fact that fulfilling the true potential of a single
introducingmarket
new products
and isservices
or by upgrading
their business
processes
such as AEC
very challenging.
Nevertheless,
the benefits
that
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must
lose sight Asian
of thetrade
financial
viability
areBusiness
going to be
derived
fromalso
the not
intra-Southeast
far exceed
aspect by ensuring
their
companies
to enjoy a smooth cash flow.
the teething
problems
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we are expecting.
this note,growth
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In essence,On
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whatever the
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healthy revenue and profit.

A

There will be many adjustments to be made and if we continue to
focus on the goals that we want to achieve, the solutions will be a norm
rather than the exceptions.
To all Malaysian SMEs, AEC is a golden opportunity for Malaysia to
directly
showcase
goods and services that can be of immense benefits
Datuk Mohd
Radzif
Mohdour
Yunus
to a larger intra-ASEAN customer base of 620 million.
Together, we should rise, take the challenge and make AEC a
Datuk Mohd successful
Radzif Mohd
Yunuseconomic
is the Group
Managing
Director
Malaysia’s Small Medium
single
union
for the world
toofemulate.
Enterprise Development Bank, a development financial institution (DFI) dedicated to accelerating the
growth of Malaysian
SMEs. SMEs Boleh!”
“Malaysian

Happy reading!

Datuk Mohd Radzif Mohd Yunus

Datuk Mohd Radzif Mohd Yunus is the Group Managing Director of Malaysia’s
Small Medium Enterprise Development Bank, a development financial institution
(DFI) dedicated to accelerating the growth of Malaysian SMEs.
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SME Bank Malaysia
• Designed to function ultimately
a s a one-s t o p fi nanc i n g
and business development
centre, Malaysia’s SME Bank is
dedicated to the accelerated
growth of Malaysian SMEs.
• The principles activities of the
Bank are to provide financing
as well as financial and business
advisory services to Malaysian
SMEs residing within predefined categories which have
been framed within the SME
classification guidelines of the
National SME Development
Council.
• Through better segmentation
of financial and non-financial
needs of SMEs by industry,
stage of growth, and product
and market potential, the Bank
strives to hasten the financing
processing of eligible SMEs to
meet their financing needs. It
also supports their business
growth requirements through
the provision of timely advisory
services.

From the Chief Editor’s Desk

Sustainable Strategies to Forge
Long-Term Business Survival

A

mid its diversity and differences, the Southeast Asian region has made a bold
attempt to rekindle and strengthen its regional ties to become a formidable
economic bloc vis-à-vis the ASEAN Economic Community (AEC).
A report by The Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) published in November
2014 observed that ASEAN nations are trying tore-draw the regional map by deemphasising national boundaries. Such is a praiseworthy progress given it is unimaginable to
have 10 countries in different phases of economic progress striving to find a common ground
to steadfastly prosper.
Towards this end, “a majority of international companies recognise the region as a
distinct entity that needs its own management team and its own strategy,” concluded the
EIU report.
A noteworthy observation is that most of the strategies deployed bear typical
characteristics of the region. With the right strategy in place – surely one which is sustainable
– ASEAN SMEs are more than capable of weathering the economic turbulence of recent
times. By emphasising on cross-border or intra-regional trade, for example, regional SMEs
can reach out to their neighbours either as potential partners, suppliers or customers.
In fact, this is something which is already taking place. The harmonisation of product
and service offerings, the belief that customers are becoming more homogenous, and
the adoption of regional sales plans focusing on customer types or industry sectors rather
than countries are clear maturing signs that businesses in the Southeast Asian region are
increasingly leveraging a more regional approach in their business objectives.
Doubtlessly, the AEC is decades behind where the European Union stands today. But the
fact that ASEAN is committed to rolling out the AEC is a clear statement of where the region
is heading.
Indeed, the AEC has adopted various growth and development strategies that underlie
the industrialisation process of SMEs–regardless whether they are of a production-based or
service-oriented background –from a start-up phase into a feasible business with long-term
ability to survive any adverse economic conditions.
At a glance, the right strategies should bring about further improvements in business
climate, strengthening of financial support, improved entrepreneurial education and advisory
services, providing additional support for beginners in business, completion of institutional
infrastructure for development of SMEs as well as enhanced innovation, dialogue and
partnership between public and private sectors, among others.
These measures will lead to an increase in the employment rate, more dynamic growth
and development, stronger competitiveness of SMEs and also a reduction in regional
disparities.
At the end of the day, while national borders and national identities will remain important
considerations, regional SMEs can unleash the true potential of the AEC by acknowledging
the power of collaboration in the spirit of a single market entity.
Happy Reading!

Sheikh Ghazali Abod, Ph.D
Sheikh Ghazali Abod, PhD is the Chief Operating Officer of the Centre for Entrepreneur Development and Research
(CEDAR), a wholly owned subsidiary of the Small Medium Enterprise Development Bank Malaysia Berhad. He could be
reached at sheikh.ghazali@smebank.com.my.
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The Editor’s
Quill
The Editor’s
Quill

Putting in Place
Finding a Strategies
Balancing Act
Sustainable

C

onventional wisdom argues that mooting a sustainable business
strategy during times of economic uncertainty is vital to ensure
to the second issue of ACE. The
business continuity.elcome
For small
and medium enterprises (SMEs),
past six months since we embarked on
sustainable strategies
not
only
extends
the lifeline
Project ACE has
been indeed
beenbut
a more so,
enable them to reach out to global
journeyshores.
of discovery – one where we
all out tostrategies,
find our strengths
while our cover
Shining the spotlight onwent
sustainable
we kickstart
for a true identity.
story with the prospect of searching
‘internationalising’
ASEAN SMEs. Here, we
Hence, our latest issue is a slight
attempt to clear
the air that ‘internationalisation’ does not necessarily mean
divergence from our maiden issue and this is most obvious
that the business
must have
an extensive
physical
presence outside of its
in the design
department
to say the
least. Nevertheless,
home-country.
In fact, committed
a SME can in
internationalise
by producing
at home and
we remain
dishing out a content
that can
as a bridge
between Southeast Asian entrepreneurs
exporting toserve
an overseas
market.
and
ASEAN
Economic
Community
(AEC)
We also
listthe
down
five sets
of actions
to achieve
the initiative
desired outcomes,
which has a noble intention of transforming the region
namely (i) into
the an
promotion
of productivity, technology and innovation;
economic powerhouse.
(ii) increasing As
access
to finance;
enhancing
the entire
Southeast(iii)Asian
economy market
is inchingaccess and
internationalisation;
policy
and
regulatory
environment, and
closer to (iv)
the enhancing
establishment
of an
economic
community
somehow
identical to and
the European
Uniondevelopment.
concept, we
(v) promoting
entrepreneurship
human capital
it is the
only road,
timely we
for ACE
explore what
AECrise
entails
Furtherthink
down
also to
expound
on the
of the digital
and how best to derive maximum benefit from it.
economy whichTowards
is dubbed
the
“in-thing”
that
can
play
a
big part in the
this end, we feature some viewpoints from
growth agenda
of the ASEAN
economy.
Onattached
a similartonote,
also put forth
few prominent
individuals
who are
thinkwe
tanks
to gauge
theirthat
thoughts
on the
likely SMEs
scenarios
which on better
four potential
strategies
can spur
ASEAN
– (i)ofBanking
direction
is the AEC
when
it zooms
off its launch
SME financing
in ASEAN;
(ii)heading
Need to
address
non-tariff
barriers within
come 31 December 2015.
ASEAN; (iii)pad
Assessing
ASEAN’s halal market, and (iv) Leveraging tourism as
Elsewhere, we get up close and personal with 10
an income booster.
ASEAN entrepreneurs – one from each of the ASEAN
Elsewhere,
our countries
Expat Entrepreneur
sectionshare
makes
a stop-over
member
– who so willingly
with
us their at China
recipe aofdoubt
entrepreneurial
success.
which is without
one of the
most exciting places in the world to
The we
factdelve
that these
people come
from a culturallydo business. Here,
on challenges
to overcome
and strategies to
diverse background goes to prove that entrepreneurship
employ to run
a
successful
China
operation.
Among
others,
they include (i)
knows no boundaries – the prevailing traits among our
time to factor
in China
in one’s
business;
(ii)focus
employing
the TAS
10 guests
include
self-belief,
staying
and stamina
to (transfer,
adapt and withstand
scale) method;
(iii) even
challenging
framework albeit
a rough ride
when theregulatory
going gets tough.
booming digital commerce and marketing, and (iv) pursuing proper due
diligence process.
Happy reading!
And last but not least, our Spotlight section zooms into the ASEAN
healthcare scene by unveiling highly innovative healthcare offerings from
the region’s enterprising crusaders. Among others, we feature how the
C. S. Cheah
future of ASEAN
healthcare industry would look like, the dynamism of
the region’sEditor
medical tourism industry and harnessing the potential of
traditional medicine.

W

Roy Chen ACE welcomes feedback as to how the magazine can be
better positioned as a knowledge back of sorts for the ASEAN
Editor

entrepreneur community. Readers can submit their thoughts to
chor.sooi@smebank.com.my.

What is so unique
about CEDAR?
• CEDAR is an outcome-based
coaching outfit that is very focussed
on entrepreneur development as
its flagship programme and does
not represent the generic training
centres that offer menu-driven
business-development courses.
• CEDAR develops its unique but
proven entrepreneur development
programmes based on its widebased industry research and market
findings, as well as case studies.
• CEDAR complements the role of
the SME Bank Malaysia in extending
its intervention services through
the conduct of various programmes
that are customised and mapped
against the matrix of the SMEs,
based on the latter’s stages of
growth, market-cycle, businesssizes, as well as the industries
they are involved. It employs
the 7 Stages of Entrepreneur
Development Roadmap.
• CEDAR’s intervention services
span from the point of ideation
and extend beyond the point of
commercialisation over a period of
12-24 months, focussing on each
entrepreneur’s initiatives, with the
objective of realising their business
success and sustaining their
growth in an all-encompassing and
meaningful manner.
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Internationalisation of
ASEAN MSMEs

BY The ASEAN Secretariat and UNCTAD

There are significant benefits to internationalisation of SMEs as this will
enable the region to tap opportunities of sorts in the global supply chain.
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T

he often misunderstood
notion of “internationalisation”
is that it does not
necessarily mean that a
micro, small and medium
enterprise (MSME) must have
an extensive physical presence
outside of its home-country. In fact,
an MSME can internationalise by
producing at home and exporting
to an overseas market.
Through exports (international
trade), an MSME can expand the
market reach of its products and
services – thereby helping it to grow,
increase revenues and generate
employment at home.
ASEAN
MSMEs
can
internationalise by engaging in
international
business
through
franchising
or
licensing.
As
franchisees or licensees, they are
exposed to foreign technology
or brands (e.g. producing and/
or selling products or services
of foreign brands in the homemarket), hence connecting them
with companies headquartered in
different parts of the world.
A d d i t i o n a l l y,
ASEAN
MSMEs can also be creators of
technology and brand names,
thus internationalise by licensing
or franchising their knowledge
to
foreign
companies.
Many
ASEAN MSMEs internationalise as
subcontractors to foreign companies
based in their home-country or
abroad. For instance, they may
manufacture a component or offer
an engineering service to a lead firm
or the main contractor involved in
producing a good or service for the
local, regional or global markets.
In addition, ASEAN MSMEs can
internationalise by making an
investment abroad (FDI). Although
MSMEs tend to follow an incremental
internationalisation path before
they reach the stage of investing
overseas, some MSMEs may leapfrog this incremental process by
internationalising rapidly, almost as
soon as they are established. The
business can be created as global
or regionally-oriented entities given
technological
developments
( e . g . i n f o r m a t i o n t e c h n o l o g y,

digital economy and Internet) or
the nature of the industry they are in
(e.g. e-commerce where markets are
“borderless”) have made that possible.
INTERNATIONALISATION
THROUGH EXPORTS
ASEAN member states do provide
specific support to help their firms
export abroad, including MSMEs.
For instance, they provide directories
of exporters, market information
and export guides; additionally,
they help overseas buyers find
local suppliers, organise trade fairs
abroad, issue national brand labels
to recognise quality products as
well as provide institutional support,
including funding.
Likewise, many ASEAN MSMEs
are involved in the franchising for
major brands in merchandising luxury
retail consumer goods; they also
operate in businesses such as food
and beverage, healthcare, beauty,
fashion and education services.
Notable examples of ASEAN
MSMEs which take up franchise
rights from international brands are
Baskin-Robbins (ice cream), Auntie

Anne (pretzels), Kumon (after-school
tuition programmes), Montessori
(kindergarten education), Secret
Recipe (lifestyle café chain),
BreadTalk (bakery and retail) and
Black Canyon (food and beverages).
Brands such as Secret Recipe
and BreadTalk are now regarded
as ASEAN multinational enterprise
(MNE). These brands and companies
started from a single shop which
grew through franchising and
investment within and outside their
home countries.

ASEAN MSMEs can also
be creators of technology
and brand names, thus
internationalise by
licensing or franchising
their knowledge to foreign
companies. Many ASEAN
MSMEs internationalise as
subcontractors to foreign
companies based in their
home-country or abroad.
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Many franchisees are highly
entrepreneurial.
For
example,
Blugroupe Sdn Bhd (Malaysia) was
established in 2013 by a young
Malaysian entrepreneur who bought
the Milkcow franchise – a South
Korean ice cream parlour – and has
expanded to eight outlets across
the country. A number of major
MNEs which operate international
franchise networks such as
convenience store brand 7-Eleven
have offered opportunities to many
ASEAN entrepreneurs.
Many home-grown brands in
ASEAN started from a small business
with a rapid increase in recognition of
their brand and in the number of stores
or outlets established in their home
economy. They then franchised their
brands to other local MSMEs as well as
overseas partners. In some cases, these
ASEAN brand owners undertake joint
ventures in opening stores overseas
with a host-country partner.
Numerous ASEAN brands that
started in this way are today large
companies. Some such as Es Teler 77
(Indonesia), J. CO Donuts and Coffee
(Indonesia), Old Town White Coffee
(Malaysia), Secret Recipe (Malaysia),
Optical England (Malaysia), Jollibee

12

(Philippines), BreadTalk (Singapore),
YaKun (Singapore), MK Restaurant
(Thailand) and Coca Restaurant
(Thailand), have grown to become
large entities or chain stores with a
presence across ASEAN.
Their journeys from humble
beginnings are inspiring stories to
new start-ups and MSMEs that aim to
build their own home-grown brands.
INTERNATIONALISATION
THROUGH CONTRACTING
International contracting – including
linkages with MNEs – is a common nonequity or contractual mode through
which MSMEs internationalise in both
manufacturing and services. Such
a relationship can occur with both
domestic and foreign firms but where
the latter are involved, this is referred
to as international contracting.
Many ASEAN MSMEs operate
as contract manufacturers to big firms
(local and foreign MNEs). The success
stories of these companies are often
due to their internationalisation path
as a large proportion of revenues are
generated outside the home-country.
For example, Exis Tech (Malaysia) was

ASEAN COMMUNITY OF ENTREPRENEURS | ISSUE 4 : DEC 2016 / FEB 2017

incorporated in 2002 and specialises
in the design and manufacturing
of back-end test equipment for
the semiconductor industry. Its
core business includes design and
manufacturing of machines and
equipment catered for the testing
segment of the semiconductors and
automation industries. It has offices
in the Philippines, Thailand, China
and the US.
In
some
cases,
ASEAN
MSMEs that started as contract
manufacturers or contract service
providers for large companies are
today
international
companies
with a footprint across the region.
For instance, Armstrong Industrial
(Singapore) was established in 1974
and began manufacturing custommade die-cut foam and rubber
products two years later. Aside from
supplying companies in Singapore,
it has internationalised through a
series of overseas operations with its
first overseas subsidiary established
in Kuala Lumpur in 1987.
In 1992, the company
established a presence in Thailand
through a joint venture with
Bridgestone. Three years later,
it was listed on the Singapore
Stock Exchange Main Board and
has since expanded to Indonesia,
China and Vietnam. It set up a new
plant in Johor Bahru (Malaysia)
in 1996 and further expanded its
presence in Malaysia with a third
plant in Penang in 2001. By 2014,
Armstrong’s manufacturing plant in
Singapore was transferred to Johor
Bahru (Malaysia).
Notwithstanding case studies
such as Armstrong Industrial, most
ASEAN MSME contractors in the
manufacturing sector still rely
heavily on their home-economy.
For instance, many Indonesian
MSMEs manufacture automotive
parts and supply them to majority
foreign-owned major automotive
manufacturers with operations
in the country. Foreign auto-part
MSMEs have also set up plants
in Indonesia to manufacture and
supply to automotive manufactures
in a similar fashion.

ASEAN MSMEs are
increasingly investing
across borders, driven
by emerging regional
opportunities, the
influence of lead firms in
the context of regional
value chains, the need to
follow key customers to
neighbouring countries,
to grow and for a
combination of other
“push” and “pull” factors.
Both local and foreign auto-part
MSMEs based in Indonesia play an
important role in supporting the
automotive industry, in achieving
production efficiency and in developing
the local supporting industry.
Other ASEAN MSMEs have
established business linkages with
foreign MNEs through services
contracts such as professional
services, and engineering or
infrastructure development and
operations management. An
example would be Java Offshore
(Indonesia) which was incorporated
in 2010 as an offshore MSME
services contractor with about 100
employees. The company has since
set up representative offices in
Malaysia and Singapore.
Providing survey and subsea
solutions to clients in the oil and gas
(O&G) industry, some of its MSME’s
customers include national and
international oil companies such as
PETRONAS (Malaysia), BP (United
Kingdom), ConocoPhillips (the
US), Santos Ltd (Australia), Saipem
S.p.A (Italy), Eni S.p.A (Italy) and
PremierOil (the UK).
Elsewhere, Mersing Group
(Malaysia) which was incorporated
in 1980 specialises in trenchless

technology for the construction
industry. The company offers services
in tendering, preliminary and detailed
design, project management,
contract administration, feasibility
studies, environmental protection
study,
technical
as
well
as
construction feasibility studies, and
construction management and
supervision. Having international
offices in Singapore and Hong Kong
(China), the company has completed
projects in Indonesia, the Philippines
and India, among others.
FDI FROM WITHIN ASEAN
ASEAN MSMEs are increasingly
investing across borders, driven by
emerging regional opportunities,
the influence of lead firms in the
context of regional value chains,
the need to follow key customers to
neighbouring countries, to grow and
for a combination of other “push”
and “pull” factors.
ASEAN MSMEs that invest
overseas are mostly – but not entirely
– headquartered in advanced ASEAN
member states. Although in most
cases their overseas subsidiaries are
located in the region, they are also

widely present in other parts of the
world, especially in Asia and North
America.
Historically, and to a significant
degree still today, ASEAN MSMEs
typically operated in relatively
low-tech sectors. This was and is
reflected in the motives behind their
internationalisation and the pattern
of foreign direct investment (FDI)
across the region and beyond. For
example, MSMEs such as Barong
Batik (Indonesia), Human Nature (the
Philippines) and Love and Madness
(Philippines) manufacture consumer
products such as clothing and
natural bath products, hence, their
internationalisation is essentially
market-seeking.
Their FDI takes the form of
sales subsidiaries or branches
that support their exports from
their home-country production
base; the same applies for the
ICT Group (Indonesia) although
its primary activity is in metal and
steel products.
In
common
with
other
MSMEs investing abroad, the
internationalisation
effort
by
ASEAN MSMEs supports a wide
number of home- and hostcountry firms and their employees
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For most, market-seeking motivations are the main
reason to expand overseas, but inasmuch as quite a few
are targeting MNEs as a market, a subtext is that such
FDI is driven by a need to follow their customers.

through linkages with suppliers
and vendors or franchisees (which
are mostly also MSMEs). As such,
institutional support is warranted,
especially as the case studies show
that sometimes companies are not
aware of regional developments
and opportunities or government
facilities available to them.
Increasingly, FDI by ASEAN
MSMEs can be found in a wide range

of industries, ranging from low- to
high-technology
manufacturing
(e.g. cosmetics, electronics, food
and beverages, medical devices,
metal design, pharmaceuticals
and semiconductors), and in
a wide gamut of services (e.g.
consulting, education and training,
engineering services, information
and communication technology
(ICT), logistics, media and research

COVER STORY

THE IMPORTANCE OF REGIONAL STRATEGIC PLANNING

I

n early August 2016, I took a trip
from Khon Kaen in Thailand to
the border of Laos. It took four
hours to drive across this EastWest Economic Corridor. Driving
eastward, I arrived at the Special
Economic Zone in Savannakhet
where I saw a Nikon factory.
Thailand used to be the single
largest producer for Nikon cameras
in ASEAN. Since 2014, however,
Nikon has diversified its operations
by expanding its manufacturing line
to Savannakhet.
I would say seamless logistic
movements and lower trade barriers
made this possible.
The drive from Thailand to Laos
gave me ample opportunity to reflect
on the tangible achievements by the
ASEAN Economic Community (AEC)
which can be seen in daily life.
Despite the criticism by some
sceptics on the snail-pace integration
of ASEAN and the consensus-based
decision-making process, ASEAN has
made real and steadfast progress in
its own unique way.
Founded in 1967, the regional
organisation has transformed itself
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into a deeply integrated region –
a “community” per se.
Considering how global
economies have underperformed
since 2008 – most notably China’s
slowdown and the Brexit (Britain
exits the European Union) in June
– our inclination is to be rather
pessimistic when it comes to
regional integration or integration
in general.
Despite all these gloomy
occurrences, I think ASEAN
deserves a hearty applause as
it has shown some pretty great
progress. Savannakhet is indeed a
good demonstration of the AEC’s
true benefits.
What I see from Savannakhet
is how the region strives to achieve
robust and innovative integration,
moving toward a single-market,
single-production base.
The AEC has lowered tariffs
to almost zero. Although some
challenges remain, I believe that
ASEAN has pushed forward in
opening up the service market and
reducing non-tariff barriers.
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As ASEAN inches closer
toward its ultimate goal of a
highly integrated market and
production base, its production
mode and market strategy will
also gradually transform.
SEAMLESS CONNECTION
Facing this unavoidable change,
the question I ask is how businesses
in ASEAN might react to this
momentous change.
I strongly believe that it is time
for the ASEAN business community
to prepare for a regional strategic
plan to cover the ASEAN market.
The business community needs
to bear in mind that a countryspecific approach will likely lead to
more competition.
This is because multinational
companies will target, penetrate
and implement their vigorous
market strategies in each
ASEAN member state, as well
as in ASEAN itself. If ASEAN
businesses neglect this aspect,

and development (R&D) services).
Many are highly innovative and
widely dispersed internationally
such as CMC (Malaysia, engineering
consultants), TSI (Philippines, end-toend information and communication
technology services), Freshening
Industries (Singapore, wet-wipe
manufacturer
targeting
niche
markets), Numoni (Singapore, social
banking) and Baezeni (Thailand, 3D
engineering services).
For most, market-seeking
motivations are the main reason to
expand overseas, but inasmuch as
quite a few are targeting MNEs as
a market, a subtext is that such FDI
is driven by a need to follow their
customers. This applies, for instance,
to
Directive
Communications

International
(Indonesia)
which
supplies leadership development
and organisational culture change
solutions to MNEs such as Citibank,
Emirates, Philips and Toyota.
The primary sector appears
to be under-represented, possibly
because in some industries (e.g.
agricultural crops or mining),
significant financial muscle or scale
economies are needed in order to
be competitive. However, this is not
always a barrier with companies such
as Dao-Heuang Group (Lao PDR)
prospering on the back of coffee
production, processing and overseas
sales (including through FDI).
In addition, the existence of
large ASEAN and foreign MNEs in
the primary sector has encouraged

specialist
ASEAN
MSMEs
to
serve them as suppliers of goods
and services. Hence, Britmindo
(Indonesia) offers a range of mining
services (e.g. geotechnical, mine
management
and
geographic
information system) to international
clients from subsidiaries in Australia
and Singapore.

The above article is an extract from
the ASEAN Investment Report
2016: Foreign Direct Investment
and MSME Linkages which is copublished by the ASEAN Secretariat
and United Nations Conference on
Trade and Development.

By Suh Jeong-in

they may eventually lose in the
market share.
Once borders open up, fierce
competition from every direction is
simply inescapable.
Nevertheless,
the
ASEAN
business community need not get
cold feet before the real market
competition. There are lessons from
the past that can serve as valuable
reference points for ASEAN.
First, Procter and Gamble
(P&G) is known for producing and
selling a number of consumer goods
– from sanitary items to snacks. In
attracting different levels of ASEAN
consumers, P&G developed and
marketed three kinds of shampoos
across ASEAN: a high-quality brand
in top cities across the region; a midbrand, and a low-cost version sold in
disposable sachets.
What they took note of was
the different income levels among
various ASEAN cities and villages.
Since ASEAN economies have
been more industry-driven, cities in
the region are larger in scale and
population. Urbanisation and the
changing consumption trends are

the main denominators for P&G’s
ASEAN market strategy.
Second, Lotte Mart launched
its business in Indonesia a few years
ago. Lotte sells various consumer
goods that are affordable – targeting
middle-income consumers. To
fill its shelves, Lotte has made
contracts with various Indonesian
manufacturers. As AEC continues
to gain momentum in every region,
Lotte may accommodate more
suppliers from other countries.
I believe these examples are
not only relevant to multinational
companies, but also to micro and
small-medium enterprises (SMEs).
Since SMEs are the backbone
of the ASEAN economy, strategy to
bolster SMEs is vital for sustainable
and inclusive growth.
At the moment, ASEAN SMEs
may feel greater pressure due to

limited access to information and
resources. This may hold them back
from venturing out further.
However, if micro enterprises
and SMEs are able to formulate their
own ASEAN regional strategy like the
examples illustrated earlier, the AEC
will prove to be a lucrative market
with the opportunities to level up
business higher than before.
The AEC can be a double-edged
sword for ASEAN micro enterprises
and SMEs. Nevertheless, they should
not shrink inward, but spread their
wings to fly higher as they seek more
opportunities embedded within
every turn in this aspiring region.
Pushing ahead to 2025, I hope
these enterprises will prosper in the
people-oriented,
people-centered
ASEAN. As they strengthen, ASEAN
would be poised for growth in both
the region and the world.

His Excellency Suh Jeong-in has served as the Ambassador of South Korea to ASEAN
since May 2015. Prior to this post, he served as Director-General for Southeast Asian
and the Pacific affairs at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. He was also posted at Korean
Embassies to Indonesia, Australia, Japan and Thailand. He has worked for ASEAN affairs
for more than 20 years. This article was first published by The Jakarta Post under the
headline “Time to Think about ASEAN’s SME Strategy” on 29 August 2016.
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Sustainable A
Strategies for
ASEAN SMEs
in 2017
BY Roy Chen

ASEAN has lined up sustainable
development goals in its quests of
creating globally competitive and
innovative SMEs.
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s a significant contributor to the
economic growth, employment
generation and gender
empowerment in ASEAN,
the region’s micro, small and mediumenterprises (MSMEs) are increasingly
becoming an important economic
integration force.
Their development and progress
are important to ASEAN as MSMEs are
active in multiple spheres of economic
activity, hence are in a unique position
to enable the ASEAN Economic
Community (AEC) meet the goal of
equitable economic development.
It is a known fact that ASEAN
MSMEs face numerous challenges in
terms of access to finance, technology,
and competitive markets. Nevertheless,
member states of the regional
grouping are increasingly addressing
these challenges by assisting their
respective MSMEs to find solutions to
their various woes.
On 21 November 2015, the ASEAN
SME Working Group – in consultation
with the private sector – developed
the ASEAN Strategic Action Plan for
SME Development (2016-2025) which
serves as a roadmap to strengthen
MSMEs engagement in an increasingly
competitive economic environment.
Aimed at boosting their growth
and development through the vision of
a “Globally Competitive and Innovative
SMEs”, it is envisaged that ASEAN shall
create more globally competitive and
resilient SMEs come 2025.

All-in, the action plan earmarks five sets of actions for strategic goals:
• Promote Productivity, Technology and Innovation: Improvements to productivity and technology are considered
to be the key drivers to integrate with the production networks of multinational corporations (MNCs) in the region.
In addition, micro, small and medium enterprises (MSMEs) are considered to perform better when they are allied
with other MSMEs or with large enterprises including MNCs. From this perspective, industry clusters would help
MSMEs enhance productivity and foster innovation.
DESIRED OUTCOMES
Productivity will be enhanced

Industry clusters will be enhanced

Innovation will be promoted as a key
competitive advantage

ACTION
• Develop enhanced understanding of relevant productivity measures
• Promote capital investment
• Improve production management skills
• Enhance industrial linkages among SMEs and between SMEs and large
enterprises including MNCs
• Promote technology and build capabilities to foster industry clustering
• Promote key technology usage and its application to business for innovation
• Enhance information on innovation support services
• Enhance business-academia collaboration

• Increase Access to Finance: Access to financing from traditional financial institutions is limited due to the lack
of credit information. There is a strong need to enhance MSMEs’ financial literacy to make them more aware of
financial resources and support programmes available to them. MSMEs need to be encouraged to utilise diversified
sources of financing.
DESIRED OUTCOMES

Institutional framework for access to finance
will be developed and enhanced

Financial inclusion and literacy will be promoted,
and the ability of MSMEs to engage in the
financial system will be enhanced

ACTION
• Improve understanding and strengthen traditional financing infrastructure
• Improve policy environment and measures to foster alternative and nontraditional financing through increasing availability of diversified sources of
private financing
• Strengthen export financing facilities
• Enhance outreach to promote financial inclusion to increase access to both
traditional and alternative financing
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• Enhance Market Access and Internationalisation: ASEAN enterprises
have limited information on how to access markets, and are not well
aware of the issues related to international requirements. Lack of
technical knowledge prevents these enterprises from participating
in the global value chains, and thus SMEs’ contribution to exports
remains small. Providing information platforms and capacity building
programmes can therefore play an important role in enhancing their
market access, both from the regional and international perspectives.
DESIRED OUTCOMES

ACTION

Support schemes for market
access and integration into the
global supply chain will be further
developed

• Increase information on regional
and global market access and
opportunities
• Promote partnership with MNCs/large
enterprises to increase market access
and opportunities
• Enhance the use of e-commerce
• Promote adoption of international
standards of quality to facilitate
market access

Export capacity will be promoted

• Establish mechanisms to assist in
increasing exports

• Enhance Policy and Regulatory Environment: Inter- and intragovernmental cooperation and orchestration of MSMEs development
is important for the regional integration. MSMEs policies and
regulations that are aligned and applied in ASEAN member states
would promote synergies at the regional level. MSMEs are not
effectively involved in the institutional framework’s decisionmaking process. Collaborative actions should be encouraged. From
an administrative perspective, less costly and faster registration
processes would facilitate and increase start-ups.
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DESIRED OUTCOMES

ACTION

Inter and intra-governmental cooperation in
terms of policy and regulation will be enhanced

• Strengthen the coordination mechanism between public agencies
responsible for MSMEs
• Develop strategies to align national MSMEs development strategies
with the regional strategies

MSMEs’ interests will be promoted and involvement in
the decision-making processes will be enhanced

• Advocate and promote MSMEs participation in policy formulation

Obtaining of permits and business registration will be
streamlined

• Establish a sound system and streamline permit and registration to
enable less costly and faster business formation

• Promote Entrepreneurship and Human Capital Development: In a changing environment where global competition
is becoming more intense, human capital development is one of the driving forces for MSMEs to succeed. This is
especially in respect of business skills and entrepreneurship in the context of determining success factors for women
and youth to enter the labour market.
DESIRED OUTCOMES
Entrepreneurial education and learning
programmes will be instituted
Human capital development for MSMEs will
be enhanced especially for women and youth

ACTION
• Promote entrepreneurship education
• Enhance management and/or technical skills of women and youth entering
into the workforce
• Provide a platform to promote and facilitate women’s participation in MSMEs

IMPLEMENTATION
Once the actions have been formulated for the strategic
goals, the 2016-2025 action plan stresses that it is
important to determine which action lines should be
implemented by when, by whom and how under the
Implementation Roadmap.
Ultimately, the Implementation Roadmap will serve as
a suggested regional model for ASEAN member states to
further elaborate and fine-tune with concrete action lines
according to their specific needs and circumstances.
Among others, the 2016-2025 action plan
acknowledges that it is critical to have clarity on the future
value to be generated and to identify the sequence of
actions that would be most appropriate to resolve the
issues faced by the ASEAN MSMEs as well as what needs
to be done in order to achieve the targets set out by key
performance indicator (KPIs).
Changing economic environment such as regional
integration, industry structure changes, global supply

chains are also taken into account in order to determine
the priority actions in light of the post-2015 economic
outlook for ASEAN.
From the perspective of the current issues and future
values, actions lines are formulated in consideration of
following essences:
• Be relevant to the time-bound priority of actions;
• Follow the Competitive Pathway or the Inclusive
Pathway;
• Be aware of the availability of funding and technical
support from other sectoral bodies, dialogue partners,
multilateral organisations, etc;
• Encourage public-private partnership, and
• Consider types of measures, i.e. (i) financial scheme;
(ii) human capital; (iii) regional-level harmonisation;
(iv) knowledge sharing/networking; (v) information
and technology; (vi) laws and regulations, and (vii)
infrastructure.
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The Rise of
Digital Economy

M

ost will accept that
regional integration and
the
digital
economy
together
have
the
potential to transform ASEAN by
2025. To make the most of both, the
member states of ASEAN should
prioritise the digital economy in
their integration plans. Data is key to
the growth of the digital economy.
Integration requires that data be free
to flow across borders.
We focus on five areas where the
combination of regional integration
and the digital economy will lead
to the most opportunity in the next
ten years. We highlight how that can
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happen, showing the link to data by
example and by anecdote. Where
possible, we have sought to show onthe-ground know-how of businesses
from the region that are acting to
capture these opportunities.
• SOUTHEAST ASIAN
CONSUMERS GO DIGITAL
The
digital
economy
for
consumers can be a big part of
the growth agenda for Southeast
Asia. Many key drivers are in
place, but the story to date is
one of unfulfilled potential. A
framework that ensures data flows
is a necessary condition to realise
that potential. By the same token,
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by Deloitte

measures (even if inadvertent)
that raise barriers will mean a loss
of potential economic benefit.
Southeast Asia is the world’s
fastest growing Internet region.
Nearly four million new users will
come online every month for the
next five years. That translates
into a user base of 480 million by
2020, up from 260 million now. The
region has gone mobile first – there
are over 700 million active mobile
connections in Southeast Asia.
Not only is the user base large and
growing, it is predominantly young
(70% are under the age of 40) and
increasingly middle class.

And yet, all these consumers
only spend US$30 billion online.
Experts predict that spending
could rise six-and-a-half times to
US$200 billion by 2025, fuelled by
consumption of electronics, clothing,
household goods and groceries and
by increased travel within the region.
All of the Southeast Asian economies
stand to benefit from this, but the
big winners are expected to be
Indonesia (US$82 billion or 41% of
total market) and Thailand (19%,
driven by a large travel market).
However, four changes must
take place for that potential to
become a reality:
Build trust:
Southeast Asian consumers
are wary of transacting online
when shopping.
That’s understandable just
now – some countries (Indonesia,
Malaysia and the Philippines are top
of mind) have experienced problems
with fraudulent activity. A framework
that places data privacy measures at
its centre, that utilises best practices
in data security and that does not
restrict data flows would be a big
step forward.
Solve the payments puzzle:
Cash-on-delivery
is
the
predominant payment mode
for existing online sales. That makes
life more difficult than it needs to
be (especially for the fulfillment
specialists) and must change for
online sales to grow.
The low penetration of payment
mechanisms is also problematic – to
illustrate, 150 million adults over 25
in Southeast Asia don’t have a bank
account. Mobile, for example, could
foster faster penetration of online
sales. But whatever the mechanism, the
imperative is that the cost of making
payments must fall for adoption to rise.
All such payment mechanisms need
fast, hassle-free exchange of data as a
pre-requisite for their operation.

Play catch up on fulfillment:
Fast and cost-efficient delivery
is necessary for widespread
e-commerce. The systems that are
needed for consumer businesses are
different from those for businessto-business (B2B) networks. The
volumes are higher, the package sizes
are smaller, the destinations are more
dispersed and there is a greater need
for two-way capabilities.
Such
networks
are
only
now beginning to be built. For
the specialists doing so, data is
critical to their service offering and
especially so around the track and
trace capability. Allowing data to
flow freely will permit players to
make best use of existing resources.
This is essential to growth as it will
take time to deliver the required
new transport infrastructure of road,
rail, sea and air networks.
Invest in Internet
infrastructure:
For e-commerce to be
widespread, Internet access needs
to be readily available, fast and
cheap. Much needs to be done
to make that a reality anytime
soon, not least by enabling and by
awarding additional bandwidth. The
investment involved are very large.
• MANUFACTURERS EMBRACE
INDUSTRY 4.0
Although Southeast Asia is already
a major global manufacturing
centre,
deeper
regional
integration and the adoption of
disruptive technologies offers up
the alluring prospect of improved
competitive advantage over other
Asian regions. Done right, new
technologies can boost efficiencies
and lower costs.
Southeast Asia accounts for
5% of global manufacturing activity,
measured by value added. It holds
dominant positions in chemicals,
food and beverage, metals and
automotive manufacturing. While
that’s all good, the current position
belies the region’s potential.

The cold, hard reality is that
value chains in the region haven’t
yet adapted to the opportunities
that do and will exist through
deeper integration. A telling sign
is that intra-regional trade remains
at or around 23% of total exports.
Value chains should be more
dispersed, more connected and
more networked – elements that will
boost the exponential rise of intraASEAN trade.
When value chains adapt,
manufacturers will see a big boost
in efficiencies and lower costs – by
some estimates, up to 20% of costs
across the board (while, at the
same time, boosting demand and
raising consumer surplus). However,
manufacturers in Southeast Asia
have been slow to adopt and
lag their counterparts in the US,
Germany and Israel.
Like integration, adoption has
the potential to make a big positive
impact on profits – one expert
estimated an increase of between
US$25 billion and US$45 billion
by 2030. Three developments are
stimulating this change, two of which
have a direct link to digital:
Southeast Asia’s improving
competitive position,
relative to China:
China is the manufacturing hub for the
world. But as its key driver changes
from exports to consumption, labour
costs are on the rise. That shift spells
opportunity for Southeast Asia
where costs can be lower.
Moving forward, Southeast Asia
must match China in productivity
and in certain of its fundamentals,
notably its large domestic market, a
well-developed supply base, a deep
pool of engineering talent and its
advanced infrastructure.
More networked, more
connected:
The regional integration at the
heart of the ASEAN Economic
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Community (AEC) will increase
competitiveness for manufacturers
in Southeast Asia through higher
efficiencies
and
lower
costs.
Efficiencies rise with consolidation of
plants into fewer locations, each with
greater scale and specialisation.
Cost reduction comes by
pushing processes to the most cost
effective locations (whether done inhouse or outsourced). The net result is
lower inventories, less obsolescence
and lower working capital, all while
increasing levels of intra-ASEAN
trade (especially in semi-finished
intermediates).
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Adoption of disruptive
technology:
Most manufacturers are not acting
to leverage exponential technologies
(with the exception perhaps of 3D
printing). Some manufacturers feel
that their systems are not ready for
Industry 4.0; others are concerned
as to the impact on talent (either
the disruption to existing workforces
or are unsure as to the talent need
or feel that the required talent is in
short supply); and fear of increased
incidence and costs of cyber-risks is
slowing adoption.
• DIGITAL EMPOWERS & ENABLES
THE REGION’S SMES
SME’s are a critical stakeholder
in the on-going development of
Southeast Asia. They contribute
70% of employment in the major
ASEAN economies. And yet, the
potential of these enterprises have
yet to be tapped.
Digital holds the potential
for SMEs in Southeast Asia to
develop further by enabling access
to new and larger markets and to
more profitable opportunities than
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available only in their immediate
locality. The AEC Blueprint has called
out SME Development with the focus
on building better links into global
supply chains to provide better
access for SMEs to information and
to fostering innovation within SME
communities.
The simple fact is that SMEs
in ASEAN underperform relative
to similar businesses in other
regions. For SMEs as a class, an EU
Commission report indicated that
SMEs employed 90 million people in
the EU (or 67% of total employment)
and generated 58% of gross
domestic product (GDP) in 2013. In
contrast, a Deloitte report found that
ASEAN SMEs employed roughly the
same proportion (in fact, 70% of the
workforce) but only generated 33%
of GDP.
What is true for SMEs as a class
is also true for start-ups. In Southeast
Asia, a total of US$1.1 billion was
invested in start-ups in 2015 in 355
deals. The count of all such businesses
in Southeast Asia stands at about
7,000. In Europe, the equivalent

statistics are US$13.2 billion invested
in 2015 in 1,516 deals. The ASEAN
start-up landscape is very young and
immature.
Digitalisation
has
far-reaching
impact on SMEs. When connected
to markets through the web, these
businesses (regardless of current
revenue and employee size) are able
to access global markets for both
customers and suppliers.
As an illustration of the new
networks that are being formed by
digital, it is easy these days for a
European shopper to buy shoes on
Amazon that are prototyped in the
US, manufactured in Vietnam from
materials supplied from Sri Lanka,
Cambodia, the US and Vietnam, yet
packaged in Indonesia.

With digitalisation, service
providers
like
artisans,
app
developers, freelancers and small
businesses
participate
directly
on digital platforms with global
reach. SMEs are agile and adopt
technologies much faster if provided
with the right opportunities.
The acceleration of “catchup” growth, both in case of greater
SME contribution to the economy
and in terms of startup segment
fostering innovation and challenging
incumbents, is a major opportunity
for ASEAN. Data flows will enable
access to customers, suppliers,
trade opportunities – in a nutshell,
bigger and better markets for more
profitable opportunities.

• FINANCE GOES DIGITAL …
FINALLY
Elsewhere in Asia, the digital
economy has done wonders
to
innovation,
development
and growth in finance. The
benefits spread across a range of
stakeholders, but are especially
focused on the under-banked, the
unbanked and SMEs. In Southeast
Asia, much of what is needed is
now in place. With supportive
policies and regulation, finance in
Southeast Asia has the potential to
quickly go digital.
The above is an excerpt of a report entitled
Advancing the ASEAN Economic Community:
The Digital Economy and the Free Flow of
Data launched on 9 December 2016 by the USASEAN Business Council and Deloitte.
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T

ough times call for tough measures.
The forecast of persisting gloom on
the global economic front has forced
business of all sizes to make some
hard decisions. True to the adage
that opportunities abound amid adversities,
there are obviously ways and means that
small and medium enterprises (SMEs) in
the Southeast Asia region can capitalise
upon to circumvent pitfalls or even to
grow their businesses.
Below are our five hand-picked
strategies
that
small
medium
enterprises (SMEs) in the ASEAN region
can leverage to shield themselves
amid the current spell of economic
uncertainties:

1

BANKING ON BETTER SME
FINANCING IN ASEAN*

One critical constraint affecting
SMEs in ASEAN economies is their
lack of access to finance from
commercial banks, especially
in poorer economies like
Cambodia, Laos and Myanmar.
Financial systems in ASEAN
economies are dominated by
a few commercial banks which
typically undertake more certain
and profitable lending to consumers and
big corporations.
What needs to be done to improve the situation?
Below are some food for thought by Ganeshan
Wignaraja, an advisor in the Economic Research and
Regional Cooperation Department of the Asian
Development Bank:
• First, ASEAN economies should continue to
encourage the creation of sound and effective
banking systems to increase the supply of finance,
including to SMEs. Expanding banking systems
and encouraging competition among commercial
banks is vital through privatising state banks
and facilitating the entry of reputable foreign
financial firms. Enacting competition laws
provides a level playing field for domestic and
foreign financial institutions alike.
• Second, ASEAN should look to change laws
relating to collateral. Commercial banks rarely
lend to SMEs, partly because many banks are
not designed to do so. Commercial banks
may not know how to properly evaluate the
working capital requirements of SMEs and
their investment projects. One possibility
could be to allow the use of non-fixed
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collateral. Another is
to work with business
associations
to
develop new forms of
social collateral. For
example, in Japan’s
SME clusters, peer
influence within a
network of SMEs has
proven effective in
getting businesses to
pay back their loans.
• Third,
there
is
a need to invest in
financial literacy for
SME entrepreneurs and
managers. Commercial
banks require business
and financial plans, but
many of the SMEs that
really need credit do not
have the capacity to prepare
these plans. SMEs typically
use a single-entry accounting
system, but banks expect to
see something more complex.
Financial literacy programmes in
high schools and universities –
along with short financial literacy
courses for SME managers –
would be ideal in addressing this
disconnect.
• Finally, ASEAN should improve
credit assessment schemes for
SMEs. Many ASEAN economies
lack
independent
market
institutions capable of rating SME
credit-worthiness. Establishing a
domestic credit bureau for SMEs
could be a useful way forward in
establishing trust in SMEs that

have not previously had formal
credit rating systems.
A more effective system of
commercial bank finance for SMEs
in ASEAN is better than a plethora
of intrusive industrial policies. There
are no quick fixes to improving
access to finance and to global
trade opportunities for SMEs as they
will require both time and political
will. But reforming commercial
bank financing of SMEs could be a
good start.
*Extracted from “Four ways to
boost SME access to finance from
commercial banks in ASEAN”
published in the Asian Development
Blog on 2 October 2015.

2

NEED TO ADDRESS NONTARIFF BARRIERS WITHIN
ASEAN*

“Have study groups, focus on the
issue and bring in experts from other
countries,” he said, when identifying
key focus groups, namely in industries
such as the healthcare, education,
agri-food business, logistics, retail
and e-commerce.
“Even
the
World
Trade
Organisation had said that the
concerns on NTB were far more
serious than the tariff itself,” Munir
pointed out. “ASEAN NTB must be
addressed if you want to have a free
movement of goods.”
In early August 2016, Malaysia’s
International Trade and Industry
Minister
Datuk
Seri
Mustapa
Mohamed said NTB – regarded as the
main stumbling block in the shaping
of the AEC – had been progressively
reduced since the issue was raised
by the 10 member countries four
years ago.

Non-tariff barriers (NTB) in ASEAN
still has a long way to go, according
to ASEAN Business Advisory Council
Malaysia chairman Tan Sri Dr
Mohd Munir Abdul Majid.
While the ASEAN
Economic Community
(AEC) is now a
reality,
Munir
expressed
concern
over
increasing
NTB despite the
fact that tariffs
have decreased
significantly.

Turbulent Times:
Four Key Strategies
to Spur ASEAN SMEs
BY ROY CHEN
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Mustapa said 69 NTB cases had
been reported and some 49 cases
had been resolved through intensive
consultation and peer review. At the
Bloomberg ASEAN Business Summit
in Hanoi in December 2016, Mustapa
said the future policy of Presidentelect Donald Trump is a significant
concern given the US remains a key
trade partner for the region.
The proportion of intra-ASEAN
trade could rise to as much as 35%
over the next few years from 24% now,
according to Mustapa. The economic
community that ASEAN plans would
create a single market and allow free
flow of investment and capital across
a region that is home to some of the
world’s fastest-growing economies
including Philippines and Vietnam.
Trump’s
statements
on
protectionism were seen by many as
“election rhetoric,” Mustapa said,
but “now reality is sinking in that this
could happen.” He cited the case
of Carrier, the United Technologies
Corp unit that makes air conditioners,
which Trump persuaded to abort
plans to close a US factory, as a
dangerous precedent.
“This goes to show he may
implement some of this,” Mustapa
said. “The way forward is for the
world to be more open.”
*Extracted from “Need to Address
Non-Tariff Barriers within ASEAN”
published in the New Straits Times of
28 September 2016 and “Southeast
Asia Advances in Talks to Dismantle
Trade
Barriers”
published
by
Bloomberg on 13 December 2016.
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3

CERTIFICATION: THE KEY TO
ACCESSING ASEAN’S HALAL
MARKET*

Nowadays, the term halal can be taken
to refer to far more than just food that
Muslims are permitted to consume
in strict accordance with Islamic
laws. It also represents a substantial
global business sector and can also
be used as means of marketing
certain products.
Meanwhile, halal certification
also guarantees the quality and
safety of the products that carry its
endorsement. With the global Muslim
population estimated to be around
2 billion, the total value of the halal
market – including both food and
non-food segments – is said to be
some US$2.3 trillion and is set for still
further growth. By 2030, the global
Muslim population is estimated to
reach 2.2 billion – representing some
25% of the world’s consumers.
With this in mind, Malaysia is now
striving to become a global halal hub.
In order to further this aim, the country
has developed a set of standards that
are now widely accepted across the
world and by Muslim countries in
particular. The country’s Department
of Islamic Development Malaysia
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(JAKIM) has overall responsibility for
implementing the halal certification
system as well as for monitoring and
enforcing halal guidelines across
the country.
A halal certification granted by
the Malaysian authorities is recognised
in most Islamic countries given the
credibility of its standards, according
to JAKIM’s Senior Assistant Director
(Halal Hub Division) Muhammad Naim
Mohd Aziz.
“This helps certified products
and service operators to develop
extensive halal distribution and
business networks across Asia, the
Middle East and North Africa (MENA)
and across the wider world,” he
pointed out in a recent interview
with HKTDC (Hong Kong Trade
Development Council) Research.
Muhammad Naim said halal
certification can be accorded at
different levels. Businesses engaged
in food production and manufacturing
(including subcontracted
manufacturers), food distribution and
trading, slaughtering, food retailing
and eateries, are all eligible to apply
for certification. Almost any food
product can be certified as halal.
“Various cakes and syrups served
at Starbucks, for instance, have
already been certified,” he enthused.
Additionally, Malaysia is also the first
country in the world to introduce
halal logistics standards and halal
certification for logistics service
providers. It has also introduced
halal standards and certification for
pharmaceuticals products.

To date, Malaysia recognises
56 halal certification bodies in 33
countries that are able to certify
imported products. These include
four on the Chinese mainland (Beijing,
Henan, Shandong and Ningxia) and
one in Taiwan. The Recognised List of
Foreign Halal Certification Bodies is
revised by JAKIM on an annual basis.
“Should an investor be keen
to secure a halal certification from
Malaysia, they can apply directly
to JAKIM provided they have an
agent
in
Malaysia,”
explained
Muhammad Naim.
Halal certification fees are charged
with regard to document processing
and site inspections. These are borne
by the applicant and vary according
to the size and type of business. Once
secured, halal certification is valid for
two years. Payment is required for
every renewal.
* Extracted from an article of a similar
heading that appeared on the HKTDC
(Hong Kong Trade Development
Council) Research website on 16
November 2016.

4

LEVERAGING TOURISM AS
AN INCOME BOOSTER

The VISIT ASEAN@50 Golden
Celebration 2017 campaign has
revealed 50 cross-border travel
experiences in Southeast Asia that will
showcase the region’s rich diversity
and promote multi-destination travel
within ASEAN.
This will contribute to raising
international tourism arrivals to
the region to 121 million by 2017

from 109 million in 2015. To be
staged in conjunction with ASEAN’s
50th anniversary, 50 special travel
experiences – ranging from two to
26 nights – have been created by
leading tour operators and cruise
lines in Southeast Asia to entice firsttime travellers to visit the Southeast
Asian region.
Sample trips include a 8D/7N tour
to Bagan, Inle, Pattaya and Bangkok;
a 13D/12N cruise from Singapore
to Yangon; a 6D/5N tour from Bali
to Kuala Lumpur and the Genting
Highlands; a 4D/3N tour from Brunei
to Miri in Sarawak; a 12D/11N Coastal
Paths tour from Myanmar to Thailand;
and a 12D/11N Wellness and Nature
trip to Kuala Lumpur, Singapore, Ipoh,
Penang and Langkawi, to name a few.
The VISIT ASEAN@50 event will
complement the ‘ASEAN for ASEAN’
campaign mooted by the 10-member
national tourism organisations (NTO)
from the regional grouping under
nine different themes to promote
travel within ASEAN region.
Under the campaign, each NTO
has taken on a specific task with the
effort to drive internal regional tourism
through 2016 as well as generate
awareness of ASEAN tourism brand.
While Brunei Darussalam promotes
community-based tourism via trade
shows, official website and publishing
related articles in the print media,
Cambodia promotes ASEAN culture
and heritage tourism through its
official website, tradeshows, national
festivals, local TV and magazines.
Likewise, Myanmar will arrange
for photo exhibitions in their
national events.

Meanwhile, Indonesia endorses
ASEAN spa and wellness via websites,
participation in local trade shows and
development of promotional videos;
Laos advocates nature-based tourism
through the NTO’s website, brochures
and other marketing collateral, while
Singapore promotes cruise tourism,
especially the infrastructure and
itinerary development in the region,
the Southeast Asia Cruise branding
project and the collective participation
of ASEAN member states at
Cruise shows.
Elsewhere, Vietnam takes on
river-based tourism by marketing
and promoting it through print
media, with Malaysia promoting
the ASEAN adventure travel by
developing an e-book which is
available
on
www.aseantourism.
travel. Thailand on the other hand,
organises experiential and creative
travel through photo exhibitions and
will run the #ASEANPhotowalk social
media campaign.
Last
but
not
forgotten,
the Philippines promotes MICE
(meetings, incentives, conferences
and exhibitions) by organising
international events such as the
ASEAN MICE Leaders Congress,
ASEAN Plus Three Tourism Youth
Summit, ASEAN Friendship Run and
ASEAN Festival.
Statistics boast of a record
number of intra-ASEAN visitor
numbers that account for half the total
of international tourist arrivals. IntraASEAN visitor arrival represented
46% - 48%, the largest share of the
total international visitor arrival in the
region in the past years.
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CVLM Countries:

Rising Stars with Enticing
Prospects
BY RAM Ratings Malaysia

Cambodia, Laos,
Myanmar and Vietnam
– collectively known
as the CVLM countries
– are potential rising
star economies in the
ASEAN region.

C

ambodia, Laos, Myanmar
and Vietnam (the CLMV
nations) are a cluster of lowand middle-income countries
in Southeast Asia. These small
economies are the latest additions to
the ASEAN community, collectively
making up US$211 bil or 11% of
the region’s gross domestic product
(GDP) in 2015.
Starting from a low base,
these developing nations are
among the world’s fastest-growing
economies, thanks to market
liberalisation, foreign aid and large
capital inflows which have boosted
their economic performance.
These economies are relatively
new to ASEAN and are late
industrialisers compared to most
of their regional counterparts. As
such, they have been charting rather
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impressive growth (average growth
in 2010-2015: 6.9%; ASEAN: 4.8%).
That said, they still face sizeable
development gaps such as high
poverty rates and poor institutional
strength which are common themes
for least developed countries (LDCs).
Agriculture plays an important
role in the CLMV nations. This sector
contributes more than 15% of their
collective GDP and 40% of their
labour force. Given that agriculture
is an important income generator,
the CLMV economies are vulnerable
to adverse weather conditions – a
common occurrence in the region
(such as the devastating Typhoon
Ketsana in 2009).
Furthermore, they also face high
poverty rates given that more than
half of their combined population is
considered poor, thus leaving their
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household incomes vulnerable to
economic shocks.
INDUSTRIALISATION BOLSTERED
GROWTH
While agriculture plays an important
role in the CLMV economies,
industrialisation has bolstered their
growth and diversified their economic
structure. For instance, Cambodia’s
competitively priced labour force
attracts
substantial
investments,
mainly in the garment sector.
Elsewhere, the commodityrelated industrial sectors in Laos’ and
Myanmar’s have been flourishing.
This is observed in the composition
of export products whereby Laos has
a large share of “electric current”
and minerals (ores and metals) and

(from left to right) Laos’ Prime Minister Thongloun Sisoulith, Cambodia’s Prime Minister Hun Sen, Vietnam’s Prime Minister Nguyen Xuan Phuc,
Myanmar’s President Htin Kyaw, and Secretary General of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) Le Luong Minh pose for a group
photo at the Eighth Cambodia-Laos-Myanmar-Vietnam Summit (CLMV-8) in Hanoi, Vietnam on 26 October 2016.

natural gas as well as food products
in Myanmar.
Meanwhile, the Vietnamese
economy is relatively diversified with
exports ranging from garments,
natural resource and electronic goods.
The re-location of tech factories (such
as Samsung) to Vietnam has also led
to a surge in exports of electronics (as
a percentage of total exports) from
16.2% in 2000 to 28.3% in 2015.
LARGE CAPITAL INFLOWS
The CLMV nations receive large
capital inflows in the form of foreign
direct investment (FDI), official loans
and foreign aid. FDI is directed at both
leading industries and infrastructure
development. Meanwhile, foreign
aid and official loans are provided in
the form of bilateral and multilateral
assistance for the improvement of,
among other things, infrastructure,
healthcare and to help propel the
economy forward.
That said, official development
assistance
(ODA)
is
generally
extended to developing countries
and will gradually be reduced as they
progress towards developed status.
On this note, China’s growing
influence in the region can now

be felt through its sizeable loans,
mainly for infrastructure work that
includes the Kunming-Singapore
railway project and the construction
of hydro dams in Cambodia.
Attractively-priced labour as well
as a steady and long-term supply of
raw materials have also been enticing
Chinese investors to this region amid
rising wages in China (its minimum
wage is region-specific, ranging
from US$150 to US$239/month).
Cambodia is the largest recipient
of Chinese investment at more than
15% of its total FDI.
Meanwhile, the present ChinaVietnam political tensions have
resulted in a slower inflow of Chinese
FDI. Following territorial disputes
over the South China Sea and antiChina protests in 2014, Chinese FDI to
Vietnam shrank 78.4% that same year.
Nonetheless, China’s trade influence
is strongly felt in the region. The
cooling of the Chinese economy will
inevitably result in spill-over effects to
the CLMV nations.
LABOUR-INTENSIVE INDUSTRIES
Given the labour-intensive nature
of their economies, Cambodia and
Vietnam attract substantial FDI from

investors seeking to take advantage
of the abundance of cheap labour
there. The FDI is mainly directed at
low-end manufacturing of textiles,
garments, furniture and electronics.
As a result, the secondary sectors
in Cambodia and Vietnam account
for a larger proportion of their work
forces. FDI inflows and the setting up
of factories in these countries lead
to knowledge transfer as depicted in
the high percentage of firms offering
formal training.
Meanwhile, resource-rich
countries such as Laos and Myanmar
benefit from equally sizeable FDI,
mainly for mining-related industries
that are more mechanised. That
said, this could also be attributable
to their recent market liberalisation
which has yet to draw large nonresource investors.
The CLMV nations are known
for their competitive wages, ranging
from US$67 to US$156/month.
Notably, strong labour unions in the
Cambodian garment industry have
led to rapidly rising minimum wages
with over 100 organised strikes
in 2014 alone. In a bid to reduce
the influence of trade unions, the
government passed a trade union law
in early 2016 to reduce the frequency
of strikes and contain the increase in
minimum wages.
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Table 1: Summary of restrictions on foreign investment

COUNTRY

DESCRIPTION AND PROHIBITIONS

Cambodia

Laws and regulations governing FDI in Cambodia are designed
to encourage investments. Foreign investors are allowed to invest
freely in many areas, except land ownership and certain chemicalsrelated sectors (such as poisonous chemicals and agricultural
pesticide), the processing or production of electricity by using
waste from a foreign country, and forestry exploitation.

Laos

Foreign investors are allowed in all sectors and zones except those
detrimental to national security, the environment, public health or
the national culture. Foreign investment may be wholly foreignowned. However, in the case of joint ventures, foreign investors’
share of capital contributed may not exceed 51% of the total
outstanding shares.

Myanmar

Areas prohibited include natural resources and sectors related to
national defence. Meanwhile, certain industries are allowed only
in the form of joint ventures with Myanmar citizens such as the
manufacturing of certain food products (e.g. cereal and vermicelli)
and pharmaceutical raw materials.

Vietnam

Foreign ownership of an enterprise via direct investment, including
the purchase of shares or contribution of capital to an existing
domestic enterprise, is limited in state-owned enterprises (usually
49%) and certain sectors (such as banking, entertainment services
and logistics).
Source: IMF’s AREAR 2015, various countries’ investment development authorities

Discussions
between
union
leaders and factories vis-à-vis the
increase in the following year’s
minimum wages has helped manage
expectations and reduced the
number of organised strikes by 61.2%
year-on-year as of end-3Q 2016.
Elsewhere, trade unions have
limited influence in Myanmar, Laos
and Vietnam amid tight government
control. Nevertheless, the Laotian
government lifted minimum wages by
44% in 2015 following concern over
labour shortage.
MOVING UP THE VALUE CHAIN
The CLMV economies are in different
stages of development as depicted
in their “ease of doing business”
(EoDB) and “global competitiveness
index” (GCI) rankings. To supplement
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economic activity, it is important
for the economies to have a good
network and supportive system such
as strong institutional qualities and
commendable logistics.
In this respect, the quality of
Laos’ infrastructure is the best among
the four countries, according to its
GCI rankings, having maintained
its position with sizeable road and
rail projects that have improved
its overall infrastructure quality.
Meanwhile,
Myanmar’s
reforms
and greater political stability have
led to inflows of foreign aid and
infrastructure projects.
On the other hand, difficulty
in accessing financing and an
inadequately educated workforce
are cited as being among the biggest
hurdles against business investment
in the CLMV nations. All said,
improvement is needed to maintain

Table 2: Current road, rail and port projects (2015)

(US$ mil unless stated otherwise)

Cambodia

Laos

Myanmar

Vietnam

Road projects (km)

45

1,042

1,593

180

Road projects

85

780

1,587

410

Rail projects (km)

696

1,125

4,247

129

Rail projects

1,276

11,465

7,860

7,900

Port projects

90

0

5,660

0

Source: Asian Development Bank

their attractiveness to investors and
move towards being a higher-valueadded economy.
On a related matter, it has to
be borne in mind that the CLMV
nations exhibit different levels of
protectionism. Vietnam has some
heavily protected industries such as
automotive and banking as well as
large state-owned enterprises (SOEs).
With its successful integration into
the World Trade Organisation (WTO)
and the Trans-Pacific Partnership
Agreement (TPPA*), however, reforms
are afoot to liberalise its economy.
Recently, Vietnam lifted the
foreign-ownership limit on one of
its most coveted listed companies
– Vinamilk – from 49% to 100%.
Cambodia, Laos and Myanmar are
structurally more open than Vietnam.
FREE TRADE AGREEMENTS
As part of the ASEAN community,
the CLMV nations enjoy limited trade
barriers among member countries as
well as in five external ASEAN free
trade agreements (FTAs). Collectively,
these account for more than 50%
of Laos, Myanmar and Vietnam’s
total trade; Cambodia being the
only exception whose main trading
partner is the US.
Additionally, these economies
benefit from the Generalised Scheme
of Preference (GSP) which allows free
trade with certain developed markets.
For example, Cambodia’s largest
trading partner – the US – accounted
for 24% of its total exports in 2014.
As the country progresses
beyond its status as a Least

Developed Country (LDC), however,
the benefits will be removed. As
such, moving towards becoming a
value-added economy is vital.
Vietnam’s accession to the
TPPA will benefit its thriving
manufacturing sector in the form
of reduced import duties. In fact,
this will boost its competitiveness
in the long run.
However, this will have a
negative impact on the other CLMV
economies given that they are not
part of the TPPA; Cambodia would
likely be the biggest loser. The TPPA
may result in increasing businesses
being directed to Vietnam instead
of Cambodia since this would
provide access to the TPPA market.
Moreover, Cambodia’s trade
with the US has declined due to
rising labour costs and logistical
deficiencies. The reduction in
industry tariffs brought on by the
TPPA could be another blow.

* The future of the TPPA is
now hanging in the balance
following the recent victory of
inward-looking US presidentelect Donald Trump.

This sovereign commentry was published by rating agency RAM Ratings Malaysia on 18
October 2016.
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Intellectual Property
Protection for Start-Ups
BY LAWRANCE TAN

I

n recent years, a whole new
generation of entrepreneurs has
been created. Entrepreneurship is
a rising trend and many inspiring
entrepreneurs are passionate to
build their own start-ups. Ideation,
validation, funding, acceleration and
many other considerations have been
on top of the mind of entrepreneurs.
However, many of them are
missing out the importance of
working out an intellectual property
(IP) strategy for their start-ups.
LACK OF IP AWARENESS
When we talk about IP awareness, it
is not always only about protecting
our own IP but more importantly, in
respecting that of others. Perhaps in
a rush to generate sales and lack of
innovative business idea, some of
start-ups may resort to “importing”
business models from overseas
without the consent of the original
business owners. For example, upon
realising that a product’s trademark
and patent have not been registered
or sold locally, they took the risk
by selling the products in the local
market.
One may argue that that IP
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protection is on territorial basis. If the
original business owners are keen to
protect their business locally, they
should have registered their IP at the
very first place. However, who knows
if they have no intention of doing so?
One of the common problems
faced by start-ups are lack of financial
resources. If the original business
owner decided to take legal action
against the start-up who “hijacked”
its IP – in its attempt to regain the
ownership – the start-up may have to
spend tremendous amount of time
and legal fees to fight the legal battle.
Let alone the uncertainty of litigation,
this would negatively impact the
start-up’s business development
while tainting its corporate image.
CREATE PROTECTABLE IP
Many start-up founders may
lack of business management
experience or even lack of
working experience in the
corporate world. They may
come out with product or
trademark designs which are
not eligible for protection under
the relevant IP laws. Once their
businesses grow to the greater
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stage, it may be very difficult for
them to ensure the exclusivity of their
product or brands in the marking,
thus making them vulnerable to be
labelled as industrial copycats.
It is not uncommon for
companies to use a brand name which
directly describes their products or
services. Take a hypothetical example,
a company uses the brand name
“Tasty Noodle” for their products –
noodles. Unfortunately, the brand
name of this nature is very difficult

one trademark and may need to
file several classes of applications
which may multiply up the total costs
of trademark registration. If there
is budget constraint, the start-up
may consider filing for the business
which generates the most revenue
for them as a start, followed by
slowly expanding to other classes of
applications to cover other areas of
businesses.
International IP protection is
important but certainly there is no rush
to register it in each and every country
at the beginning as this would cost a
bomb. They may start by choosing the
most important markets and register
according to actual business plans.
PATENT: WATCH THE NOVELTY

to be protected under the trademark
laws. This is because “Tasty Noodle”
is directly referring to the quality
and the product that the company is
selling.
Even if there is a chance to
successfully register “Tasty Noodle”
as a trademark, the company may
have to spend extra legal fees and
time to go through several rounds of
appeals throughout the trademark
prosecution process.
In this regard, it is recommended
to invent a word as brand name for
the company’s products. If using an
existing word is inevitable, choose a
word which has no relevance to the
products or services. For example,
using “Apple” as a brand name for
computer products.

Unlike trademark, there is a deadline
to watch for patent registration.
Many business owners would
like to “test the market” first before
deciding whether to file a patent
registration for their invention. There
is nothing wrong with this thought but
they should be beware of the legal
requirement of “novelty” under the
patent laws.
Some countries practice the
principle of absolute novelty which
means if the invention is disclosed
before the patent filing, it will not be

eligible for patent protection. Whereas
in some countries, an invention is still
eligible for patent protection if it is
disclosed to the public within one
year before the patent filing.
Unaware of novelty requirement,
some companies only decided to file
a patent application for their products
after selling for a few years. In this
circumstances, it is nearly impossible
for them to secure a patent protection
for their products as the patent office
may consider such move as a breach
of novelty requirement.
BLACK & WHITE
Despite the fact that there is always
prevailing trust among co-founders
(and employees) of start-ups, they
should sign a written partnership or a
shareholder/employment agreement
which
clearly
stipulates
each
others’ contribution and obligation.
Otherwise, co-founders or employees
may conveniently assume that all the
IP researched and developed in the
company belong to them personally,
hence they have the right to take them
away should they leave the company.
Accordingly,
growth
and
development are indeed important
for all start-ups, but a comprehensive
IP strategy should be adequately
defined in the business plan.

IP FILING STRATEGY
In addition to respecting others’ IP,
start-ups should be pro-active in
working out a strategy to protect their
own IP. To a certain extent, protection
of IP could be costly. But there is still
a way to do it gradually according to
the present financial capacity.
For instance, a start-up may
have a few areas of business under

Disclaimer:
The information above is for general understanding only and is not intended to constitute legal advice.
Readers are advised to consult with the appropriate legal advisors in the respective jurisdiction.

Lawrance Tan, (LL.B (Hons), CLP) began his career in intellectual property in 2007. Prior
to founding IP Gennesis Sdn Bhd, he was a practising advocate & solicitor in one of the
leading IP firms in Kuala Lumpur. Learn more about IP Gennesis at www.ipgennesis.com.
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“It’s a genius way to start a
business nowadays, especially
because nobody’s doing it.”

T

he man sitting beside me is sharing the most insightful
business advice I’ve heard lately. His ideas are as
unconventional as the location of our conversation. We’re
not in a coffee shop or a corner office. We’re in an Uber
and he’s my driver.
His name is Gavin Escolar, a charismatic Filipino man with a
laugh that’s even louder than his orange-and-red striped dress
shirt. We’re cruising down Valencia Street when I notice diamond
earrings dangling on the dashboard. Around his wrist, an emerald
bracelet gleams through the sunlight. In the seat pockets, glossy
catalogues display more jewellery. The cover reads: Gavin
Escolar’s 2014 Collection.
Then it hits me: I’m not in Gavin’s car. I’m in his mobile
showroom. He’s not just an Uber driver. Nor is he just an
entrepreneur. He’s an Uberpreneur who leverages the ridesharing app to promote his jewellery business.
I find myself hoping we hit more red lights so I can hear
more of Gavin’s story. He tells me how he immigrated from the
Philippines to start a jewellery company in San Francisco. He
recalls his initial struggles and how he became an Uber driver
to make ends meet.
“My passengers surprised me,” Gavin says,
remembering his early days. “I thought they would be
silent or on the phone. But most people wanted to
talk. When I mentioned my jewellery, they asked for
business cards, but I didn’t have any.”

The Uberpreneur:

How an Uber Driver Makes
US$252,000 a Year
BY JON YOUSHAEI
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That’s when a light bulb went
off in his mind: Why stop at business
cards? Why not just show them my
jewellery?
So Gavin turned his car into a
showroom. He positioned jewellery
everywhere and stored extras in the
glove compartment.
“My passengers peel back the
onion,” he says. “I never solicit.
I only keep subtle hints to spark
conversation if they notice. If they
don’t, they probably wouldn’t be my
target customer anyway.”
“It’s a salesman’s dream,” he
continues. “I have 10 minutes to make
an impression. Would that happen if
I went door-to-door? Or if I bought
tiny online ads? My way, I get quality
time with quality leads. Best of all, I’m
being paid as I do it. It’s like Uber is
providing a base salary before I make
any jewellery sales.”

platform is that it offers economic
opportunity for a variety of drivers
– full-time, part-time, veterans,
teachers, artists, and students – in
more than 260 cities around the
world. Supporting and fuelling the
local economy is important to Uber
and our driver partners help us to
achieve this goal.”
Gavin’s passengers seem to
agree. Gavin’s ratings are 4.85/5.00 on
Uber Black, 4.87/5.00 on UberX and
4.95/5.00 on Lyft, which he also uses.
Those ratings have held up over time;
Gavin drove over 3,829 passengers in
the past 18 months.

These passengers
include “executives who
people pay thousands
of dollars to meet at
networking
events,”
Gavin says. He’s met
Vogue fashion editors and
Silicon Valley’s top brass,
including
legendary
investor Shervin Pishevar.
“I’ve had a lot
of
amazing
drivers,
but Gavin is one of the
best,” Shervin told me.
“I was in his car with my
daughter when I saw
his jewellery designs.
I thought they were
wonderful and gave him a
lot of encouragement to
pursue his dreams.”
I had to see it for
myself. So I spent a day
with Gavin picking up passengers (we
used Sidecar – another ridesharing
app – to avoid breaching Uber’s
policy on driving with companions).
For most rides, he barely says a word,
respecting passengers who are on the
phone or disinterested. Even when he
speaks, it’s not a monologue. It’s more
about the consumer, asking them
questions and understanding their
needs.
They’re these tactics that
translate to sales. In the past year,
Gavin designed many jewellery pieces
for passengers, averaging US$18,000
in transactions per month. Adding

GREEN LIGHT
Gavin may be savvy, but do
passengers find him sleazy? After all,
they use Uber to request a ride, not
a sales pitch. I’m also curious: does
Uber condone drivers speaking about
side businesses?
“Absolutely, Uber spokeswoman
Kristin Carvell says. “One of the
greatest things about the Uber
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One of the greatest things about the Uber platform is that
it offers economic opportunity for a variety of drivers –
full-time, part-time, veterans, teachers, artists, and
students – in more than 260 cities around the world.

the US$3,000 monthly gross earnings
from Uber, he made US$252,000
last year. Gavin used the income to
expand his business, buying three
more cars and hiring six new drivers.
“The best generals are always
with their soldiers,” he said. “That’s
why I drive at least eight hours every
week. It keeps me up-to-date so I
can tell my drivers where to pick up
customers, which hours to drive and
when big events are happening.”
For his top drivers, Gavin
“graduates” them from the low cost
UberX to the premium Uber Black
where they meet more affluent
passengers who might buy jewellery.
One day, he hopes to buy a Tesla to
make his mobile showroom feel on
par with his brand.
But Gavin’s growing business
doesn’t tell the full story. As he’s
become more successful, he hasn’t
forgotten about his fellow Filipino
immigrants.
“I reach back to my roots,” he
said. “When hiring new drivers, I find
under employed Filipinos and give
them the jobs first. Most don’t know
much about smartphones – and that’s
okay. I teach them about Uber and
Lyft.”
Additionally, Gavin also guides
them on how to use the Internet so
it can help their lives in other ways as
well. “I let them use the cars to run
errands and pick up their children.
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It’s not about squeezing every dollar
from them. It’s about empowering the
community that you came from.”
ROLE MODEL
His greatest contribution, however,
may be to entrepreneurs everywhere.
He’s the pioneer of Uberpreneurship,
a discipline with the best of all worlds:
salary of a stable job, autonomy of
an entrepreneur, relationships of an
executive and feedback of a focus
group. He’s showing the world that
Uber may not just be a disruptive
platform for transportation, but one
for small businesses.
Eventbrite CEO Kevin Hartz,
another of Gavin’s high-profile
passengers, sees a big opportunity
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ahead. As the founder of an online
ticketing platform that processed
US$1.5 billion in sales last year, he
believes Uber can venture down a
similar path.
“New technology is providing
small
business
owners
and
entrepreneurs not only with additional
revenue streams, but also with
platforms to help them market and
compete better than ever before,”
Kevin acknowledges.
But have other drivers caught on?
I asked my subscribers at Every Vowel
to help find an answer. Together, we
surveyed 89 Uber and Lyft drivers in
six cities. Turns out 28 drivers (31.5%)
ran their own businesses.
But here’s the kicker: only two of
them had marketing materials in their
cars that could spark a conversation

(a Los Angeles driver had a flipbook
for her hair salon while another San
Francisco driver wore his start-up’s
bright orange T-shirt). This means
there’s a huge missed opportunity
for more of these drivers (and people
who aren’t even drivers) to talk with
passengers about their products.
Of course, the dark side of
Uberpreneurship is drivers who don’t
have Gavin’s tactfulness. They may
push products in our faces without
waiting for signs of interest. But that’s
where the rating system comes in. If
passengers give poor ratings, others
will know to cancel (as long as it’s
within five minutes of your request) or
Uber will deactivate them altogether.
That way, Uberpreneurs can follow
their dreams without creating
nightmares for passengers.
So if you’re starting a company,
what are you waiting for? Whether you
use Uber, Lyft or another ridesharing
app, there’s never been a better time
to drive your business forward.

A Googler, writer and cartoonist,
Jon
graduated
from
The
Wharton School @ University
of Pennsylvania with a Bachelor
of
Science
in
Economics,
Entrepreneurship and Innovation

Benefits of Becoming

an Uber Driver
D
oubtlessly, it is much
easier to become an
Uber (the popular appbased car hailing service)
driver as compared to driving
the conventional a taxi. The cost
would only be your own car and
petrol mileage as opposed to
having to fork out a sum of money
for daily taxi permit (US$15 in
Kuala Lumpur) or been subject
to compulsory training and other
licensing requirements by the
authorities.
After all, becoming an Uber
driver is very simple. The minimum
eligibility for an individual to
quality as an UberX (budget taxi
equivalent) driver is as follows:
• Aged 21 years old and in
possession of a driving license;
• Own a car that is less than eight
year-old;
• The car’s insurance policy must
be under the name of the driver
or the driver is named in the
insurance policy as a joint-driver
in the event he/she is using a
family car, and
• The driver must not have
any previous criminal or bad
driving records and outstanding
summons.
As of September 2016, Uber
has removed guaranteed rates and
instead replaced it with “surge
pricing”. Drivers can now choose
to drive and work based on their
preference. This system is more
flexible and allows driver to work
whenever they want to with less
time wastage. Partners can now
zoom into areas where they are a
lot of demands and focus on those
areas instead.
The map with surge pricing will
be displayed on the Uber partner

app. Surge pricing describes
the temporary fare increase to
encourage more drivers to get
on the road and head to areas of
the city where demand for rides is
high. Fares may surge when many
riders are requesting pick-up in an
area of the city.
Driving at non-core areas
such as the sub-urban locales or
city outskirts make not entail much
profit. Basically, one rule of thumb
is to stay in area where there are
super huge demand for drivers.
Fortunately, Uber is giving out the
information on SMS all the time.
The driver probably can’t
make much from the driving fees
alone; the key strategy in earning
a higher income from Uber is to
realise the incentives accorded
to good drivers. It is therefore
very important for the driver to
maintain good ratings by being
polite, showcasing good driving
skills or simply, by treating their
riders in the manner they would
like to be treated.
Towards this end, Uber has
a two-way rating system which
means the driver can rate his/he
rider and likewise, the rider can
also rates the driver.
Riders and drivers rate each
other after the completion of a trip.
At the end of each trip, riders will
be invited to rate their drivers from
one to five stars (understandably,
most riders would provide a fivestar rating for drivers unless there
is an issue with their trip).
Ratings help to ensure quality
on the Uber platform. A driver’s
overall rating is an average taken
from up to 500 most recent trips.
Likewise, riders, too, are able
to view their average rating by
visiting the Account and Payment
section in Uber Help.
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E

veryone can learn to speak
fluently, passionately and
with significance. Yet I have
come across thousands of
people who are gripped by
the fear of public speaking.
My observation is such that one
can learn not only to speak well but
they can be coached till they become
professional speakers who are able
express their thoughts with power
and impact.
How then does one go
about to becoming a successful
professional speaker?
Find a Topic You are Passionate
About: One cannot begin to speak
fluently and with enthusiasm if one
is not passionate with the topic. It is
important to start exploring areas
of interest where one can become a
strong advocate for.
A good speaker does not just
speak through his mouth but with
all his heart, mind and soul. Great
speakers like Mahatma Gandhi,
Martin Luther King or John F. Kennedy
have a great vision for the cause they
are fighting for.
In fact, the best way to overcome
stage fright is to choose a topic
you are so passionate about with a

compelling message that is dying to
get out there.
Prepare an Interesting Speech:
There is a difference between a
talker and a speaker? A talker has to
say something while a speaker has
something to say. In this digital era
where people have a wider exposure
and experience, a good speaker must
be prepared to handle the “seen that,
done that” reaction.
An interesting speech must
address what the unarticulated needs
of the audience:
• Tell me something that I have not
heard.
• Show me something that I have not
seen.
• Share with me something that I
have not personally experienced.
Original ideas or a personal story
with a powerful message is a good

way to captivate your audience. For
example, when speaker and author
Susan Cain gave a talk on the Power
of Introverts, it is not only exciting but
her speech reflects a new discovery
on the influence of people who are
not your usual charismatic, outgoing
and social animal.
For a speech to be interesting,
often enough the topic and content
has to be current, new, bold or
controversial in nature.
Practice Delivery with Power: A
speech is more than just its contents.
Of impact is the way the speaker
delivers his speech. A speaker can
be trained to deliver with power
though voice modulation by varying
his volume, speed and pitch. Of
course, body gestures, pause, voice
projection and the speaker’s style can
also determine the effectiveness of
a speech.

How to Become a
Professional Speaker
BY DR VICTOR SL TAN
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Most professional speakers are
not only good at persuading people
but they can also inspire people to
take action. The great writer Ralph
Waldo Emerson said it best, “Speech
is power. Speech is to persuade, to
convert, to compel.”
To deliver a powerful speech
one has to touch the hearts, change
the minds and win the commitment
of the audience to take action. To do
that, the speaker must understand the
audience well – their concerns, their
needs and what they value most; in
essence what makes them tick.
Besides the attention grabbing
opening and good content, the
closing must be one that is memorable
and impactful. As they say, a speech is
like a love affair – any fool can start
one but it requires considerable skill
to end it.
Seize every opportunity to
speak: If one wants to become a good
public speaker, one has to seize every
opportunity to speak in public. One
can start from the workplace – within
the confines of department meeting
first and work up the value chain to
the company level and eventually to
national level.
In fact, one can be trained to
eventually speak professionally at an
international level. Practice is the key
to success. The words of the famous
actor, Will Smith ring so true here,

“I’ve always considered myself to be
just average talent and what I have
is a ridiculously insane obsessiveness
for practice and preparation.”
Get Certified as a Professional
Speaker: Over the years, our firm have
trained and certified people to speak
professionally. Our certifying process
for professional speakers (refer to
diagram) is an all-encompassing
process involving audience analysis,
choosing a topic and defining the key
message, crafting the speech outline,
writing the full speech, using support

materials through the 7S Approach
and practising the speech till one
achieves mastery in his or her delivery.
A good professional speaker can
command not only a high professional
fees but also has the privilege to be
flown around the world, stay in fivestar hotels with all-related expenses
paid for. At the end of the speech
or a training session, a professional
speaker often gets an applause
or standing ovation. It can be an
enriching career or profession in every
sense of the word – financially, socially,
psychologically and intellectually.

Dr Victor SL Tan is the CEO of KL Strategic Change Consulting Group. He has conducted
professional speaking certification for many organisations locally and internationally.
He was also a public speaking champion and debating champion many times over. For
feedback for this article email him at victorsltan@klscc.com or contact him at 012 3903168.

KLSCC’S CERTIFICATION PROCESS FOR PROFESSIONAL SPEAKERS
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O
Must
Remove
Digital
Hurdles
BY SCOTT RUSSELL
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ne year into the
launch of the ASEAN
Economic Community
(AEC),
members
of the Association
of Southeast Asian Nations can
be seen rapidly building up
their digital infrastructure. Yet
questions remain about how rural
areas will be connected and how
data governance and sharing will
be managed.
One key proposal involves
the creation of a regional digital
ecosystem, but is this truly a
realistic goal?
The beauty of the cloud is
the promise of simplification and
standardisation without regard to
physical or geographic boundaries.
However, regulations on data
sovereignty threaten to complicate
the delivery model that has made
cloud
computing
attractive,
presenting
new
concerns
for
companies with operations in multiple
ASEAN countries and potentially
hindering growth.
For example, your business could
be storing data in numerous locations
across the region, but because the
software is cloud-based, you might
have to re-design the way it operates –
ensuring, for example, that Singapore
data stays in Singapore. This could
create issues in connection with
data portability.

As an Australian, I recall the days
when passengers were required to
change trains when crossing state
borders. In the same vein, if businesses
must navigate around different data
laws in all 10 ASEAN countries, the
landscape will grow increasingly
complex and costlier for consumers,
chipping away at the benefits of
the cloud.
At the same time, the complexity
of such regulations also tends to
penalise smaller companies and
impose a disproportionate burden on
them because compliance often has
a high fixed cost. While companies
such as Facebook and Amazon.com
can easily absorb the additional costs,
compliance will be harder for ASEAN’s
small and mid-size enterprises
which make up 89% of businesses in
the region.
According to a survey last year
by FT Confidential Research, an
investment research service at the
Financial Times, only half of small and
mid-size business owners in the region
thought the AEC would benefit them.
Technology and the establishment
of the AEC were meant to level the
playing field for SMEs in the region,
not to make life harder for them.
The
existence
of
varying
levels of infrastructure maturity is
already a problem for ASEAN, and
unilateral assertions of national cyber
sovereignty could further set back

the development of an economically
integrated and vibrant cyberspace in
the region.
Members of the AEC have
spelled out a strategy to encourage
the free flow of goods, services,
investment and skilled labour by
2020. Perhaps it is time to think of
a similar strategy when it comes to
data transfers.

To realise the full potential of
digital technology – and of the AEC
– the region needs to harmonise its
policy and regulatory frameworks.
Privacy, freedom of expression,
labour mobility, access to networks,
the free flow of information and the
availability of content are all important
considerations for the digital future of
ASEAN, and these concerns do not

“With US$6 billion digital
retail sales and 150
million digital customers,
Southeast Asia is
poised on the cusp of
an explosive growth in
digital commerce.”
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always fit neatly into the negotiating
priorities of the trade bureaucracies.
The ability to transfer data easily
and securely within ASEAN is critical
for businesses in today’s data-driven
digital economy. Any attempt to draw
up cyber boundaries will hamper
efforts by ASEAN companies to
regionalise and internationalise.
DIGITAL EMPOWERMENT
The creation of a regional digital
ecosystem is also intended to help
create a more open and accountable
system, reducing corruption, enabling
digital empowerment of citizens
and improving government delivery
systems, while finding the right
balance between security, openness
and privacy.
So, what are the next steps
for ASEAN’s governments and its
economic community? Unilateral
approaches must be abandoned and
the region must seek a governmentto-government agreement for the
data transfers that underlie almost
all trade in the digital age.
To compete alongside
Asian giants such as
China
and
India,
Southeast Asia must
re-position
itself
to achieve its
goal of a ‘highly
integrated
and cohesive
economy’ by
removing
both
tariff
and
nont a r i f f
barriers.
The future
impact
on
the region’s
d i g i t a l
e c o n o m y
and the true
fulfillment
of
a single ASEAN
market will depend
in part on its capacity
to serve as a framework
for
forging
innovative
responses to such transnational
issues.
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CHOICES FOR DIGITAL
CONSUMERS
With US$6 billion digital retail sales
and 150 million digital customers,
Southeast Asia is poised on the cusp
of an explosive growth in digital
commerce. The region’s fast evolving
digital economy will bring ample
opportunities for everyone, as its size
could reach US$88 bil by 2025.
Leading the charge in this
massive growth will be Indonesia,
the region’s biggest economy by
size. It will account for 52% of the
e-commerce pie in the region.
Vietnam, the Philippines, Thailand and
Malaysia will also be sizeable markets
on their own, ranging between US$8
to US$11 billion.
In Singapore, the only developed
country in ASEAN, e-commerce will
be over US$5 billion, surpassing
its US$4 billion casino industry.
Fuelling this massive growth are a
large middle-class population with
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a high proportion of youth under
30, increased access to Internet,
and growth of second and third tier
cities where access to organised retail
is limited.
THE OPPORTUNITY AND THE
CHALLENGES
In the digital economy, consumers
are in charge; they are constantly
evaluating brands, products and
prices. They choose the way they
want to evaluate and digitally interact
with a brand which we call ‘digital
experience’.
If they are delighted with
their brand interaction, they would
be more willing to share personal
information such as personal profile,
health records or personal finances.
This, in turn, generates big data for
organisations to better understand
their consumers and provide the
required digital experience to delight
consumers.
Understanding consumers in
the digital economy is imperative
for
organisations
to
stay
relevant. With that in mind,
SAP
commissioned
a
comprehensive study to
understand the level of
digital engagement
across five countries
in
the
region,
involving
3,600
customers.
Our study
tried to measure
the
digital
expectations
of
customers
and the ability
of brands in
these countries
to meet them
–
a
digital
experience score
(DX Score) was
accorded to each
country as tabulated
by the ratings of these
digital consumers.
The
results
of
the study show that across
countries in Southeast Asia
(Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines,

Singapore and Thailand), the overall
DX score is positive at 27% with 47%
of respondents indicating they are
satisfied with their digital experience
with brands. Only 20% of the
consumers are unsatisfied with their
digital experience.
On the surface, the overall DX
score does not look like a cause
of concern for brands. But if you
scratched the surface of the data, you
would see a very different picture.
There are regional variations on how
consumers rated some leading brands
of their respective countries.
In developing countries like
Indonesia and the Philippines, the
digital customer’s expectations are
still evolving with digital consumers
more ready to positively rate digital
services there. In the case of mature
markets such as Singapore, the
already high expectations of this
digitally mature market’s consumers
are less ready to rate the services
received as positively.
The data has shown that there is
a digital gap and that there is a section
of consumers who are unsatisfied with
their digital experience which must
be addressed. This also includes the
consumer’s preference around the
ease of switching from one digital
vendor to another.
UNSATISFIED CUSTOMERS
This digital gap matters. A poor
digital experience can often do a

lot more harm than just a lost sale
or lost customer with the potential
for multiple losses across multiple
customers within a short timeframe.
Research shows that digital
satisfaction and delight lead to more
consumer trust in the brand. There is a
strong link between digital experience
and brand loyalty. A strong digital
experience is also linked to stronger
customer advocacy (the willingness
of consumers to recommend your
brands to others).
The existence of this digital
gap in Southeast Asia indicates that
businesses in the region are not
adequately prepared to capitalise
on the emerging opportunities from
the digital economy. This has serious

implications for not only the future
success of businesses; it could even
determine whether they will live or die
in the market.
Clearly, to excel digitally, brands
must run simple. They must align their
people and processes – not just in
their marketing or digital teams – but
across lines of business onto a single
platform. SAP has been advocating
the need for an integrated platform
to help bring a company’s people
and processes on a single integrated
platform for more centralised
processes allowing for greater
assimilation internally.
This is today possible through
SAP’s ‘digital business framework’
(DBF). SAP’s DBF helps digitise the
entire value chain for businesses with
the end-to-end customer experience
in mind. A single platform that brings
together marketing, sales, services,
and commerce will ensure seamless
digitisation of the entire customer
experience.
The digital economy is a new
jungle, with its own set of rules for
survival. Companies in the future can
only survive in the digital economy
if they can ensure customer delight
through leveraging the various
technological solutions to make this
customer delight a confirmed reality.
In the digital economy of
tomorrow, consumers are changing
the rules, but technology is changing
the game.

Scott Russell is Southeast Asia president and managing director for software company
SAP. His opinion was reproduced from articles that appeared in the Nikkei Asian Review
of 17 November 2016 and Tech Wire Asia of 19 August 2016, respectively.
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Doing
Business
in China
BY JOHANNES KADURA

T

oday, China is without a
doubt one of the most
exciting places in the world
to do business. Despite the
recent economic downturn,
the market potential is enormous, the
entrepreneurial spirit in China is high,
and the country is inevitably going to
increase its global influence thanks to
its economic vitality.
Of course, politicians, business
leaders, and the media in the West
have all taken notice. When you open
the political or business sections of
any major newspaper or magazine on
any given day, there is a good chance
you will find something related to
China.
A general conclusion you
can draw: China has arrived on
centre stage, and its economic and
geopolitical relations with the West
will become a defining , if not the
defining subject of the 21st century.
If you plan on starting an
international business or if you are
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already running your own company
and are looking to expand to
foreign markets, you should certainly
consider how to benefit from China’s
enormous potential. Depending
on your field of business, there are
different challenges to overcome
and strategies to employ to run a
successful China operation.

LESSON

#1

NOW IS THE TIME TO
INCLUDE
“THE
CHINA
FACTOR” IN YOUR BUSINESS

As is well known, the traditional
approach
for
American
and
European enterprises has been to
import cheap products from China
or to focus on selling their own highquality products and services in the
Middle Kingdom. As of 2015, China
is the second largest trading partner
of both the US and the EU – and
for European companies – China
has already become the second
most important export market after
the US.
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Despite the fact that production
costs for certain products are now
cheaper in some Southeast Asian
countries, China remains the factory
of the world. If you are looking to
source products overseas, you will
need to evaluate Chinese suppliers
(mostly located in the south of China
around Shenzhen).
If on the other hand, your goal
is to expand your customer base and

tap into foreign
markets, you
will not want
to miss out
o n C h i n a ’s
pote n tial
“one billion
customers.” The
emergence of an
affluent middle class
has provided American
and European companies
with
lucrative,
reliable business
opportunities.
A third and highly
promising way to
make use of the
China factor
is to cater to
the increasing
numbers
of
C h i n e s e
travelling
and investing
abroad. Whether
you are a travel operator, real estate
broker or gourmet restaurant owner,
you should strategise for attracting
Chinese customers. A powerful
marketing tool in that regard is
social media and especially WeChat,
China’s equivalent of WhatsApp.
Not only does WeChat make it
easy for Chinese users to share their
favourite moments with their friends
(think of a dinner in your restaurant or
a pair of shoes from your boutique)
but it also features a powerful mobile
payment system.

The good news for you: Some
promising start-ups are now creating
cross-border payment platforms for
WeChat that will, for instance, allow
you to continue selling to Chinese
tourists once they return home. More
and more Chinese are now going
abroad, and attracting Chinese
customers and providing a good
service to them can help you develop
an important new customer segment
with lots of cash to spend.

LESSON

#2

IF YOU PLAN ON MOVING
TO CHINA TO START A
BUSINESS, FOLLOW THE
TAS METHOD

While one approach is to attempt to
build smart ties with China for your
existing business while remaining
abroad, an increasing number of

foreign entrepreneurs decide to
actually live in the US and base some
operations in Beijing, Shanghai, or
even more remote places such as
Chengdu (a metropolis less known in
the West but actually China’s fourthlargest city with a population of more
than 14 million people).
Compared to 10 years ago,
there are now more and more foreign
nationals who study Chinese and
speak the language fairly well. Many
of these expatriates first came to
China because they were interested in
the language and culture, and ended
up starting their own businesses.
In Shanghai and Beijing, for
example, there are now exciting startup scenes which include both Chinese
and
foreign-owned
businesses.
Luckily – though it still takes some
time to get the paperwork done and
obtain all the necessary licenses – it is

Source:
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now easier than ever for foreigners to
start their own wholly foreign-owned
enterprises in China. This is clearly the
best way for foreign entrepreneurs to
retain control of the company and
transfer money abroad.
The TAS Method
While China abounds with business
opportunities, it is also easy to
get lost or distracted. For aspiring
China entrepreneurs it is, therefore,
helpful to rely on the following
strategic framework:
• Transfer: See what kind of
promising start-up ideas we have in
the West, and then transfer these
innovative approaches to China.
• Adapt: In order to implement this
kind of approach successfully, you
will need to adapt your business
idea to the tastes of Chinese
consumers and the Chinese
business environment. This is
where you must devote the bulk
of your time and efforts to ensure
success.
• Scale: Once you have figured out
how to attract and retain the first
group of happy customers (most
likely belonging to the urban
Chinese middle class), you will
want to scale. Done correctly and
at the right time, this will allow you
to tap into the upcoming secondand third-tier city markets.
With the TAS method, you will
be pursuing a solid game plan for
rolling out your China business.
But beware: While it is fairly
easy to get going in China, building
a strong and loyal customer base and
scaling your business successfully will
take quite a bit of time, energy, and
business acumen.

LESSON

#3

DIGITAL IS THE FUTURE,
BUT THE REGULATORY
FRAMEWORK IS
CHALLENGING

One of the key driving forces of the
Chinese economy is the combination
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of digital commerce and marketing
combined with an infrastructure that
provides access to these goods even
in super-remote places.
Moreover, while Westerners
often tend to think of China as a
less developed market, the country
is a couple of steps ahead of many
Western countries when it comes
to mobile payments. As mentioned
before, WeChat is one of the most
powerful platforms in this regard. It
is not uncommon for young, urban
Chinese to handle all their payments
with this app – from electricity bills to
groceries and restaurants.
While having a digital presence
is a must for any China entrepreneur,
you need to pay close attention to the
ever-changing regulatory framework.
While applicable law is currently
changing, e-commerce is still highly
regulated. In order to operate an
e-commerce business, you need to
be registered in the Shanghai freetrade zone and are required to invest
a considerable amount of money.
Even if you just plan on having
a company website as a marketing
tool, you will need to make sure that
the critical paperwork is in order.
Any website hosted in mainland
China needs a so-called ICP license
and to obtain this, you need to be
properly registered.
To
make
matters
more
complicated – in early 2016 – China
introduced a new Cybersecurity
Law as well as additional rules for
publishing online content. Moreover,
a proposed amendment to the law
covering domain name management
mandates that the domains of

websites hosted in China be
registered with a Chinese registrar.
These measures are part of an
on-going attempt by the Chinese
government to enhance control
of the information spread on the
(Chinese) Internet and to shield
its domestic tech companies from
foreign competition.
For Western entrepreneurs,
these rules can cause a headache.
It remains to be seen how these
regulations will actually be applied.
Chinese laws are often deliberately
vague and this can provide
entrepreneurs and officials alike
some room to maneuver.
LESSON

#4

DON’T BE NAIVE

While general optimism and cando attitudes are the reasons why
many foreigners choose to stay and
attempt to build their own businesses
in China, it is important to remain
clear-headed and cautious.
It seems rather trivial, but in my
time in China, I have time and again
seen foreign entrepreneurs make
mistakes like not having written
contracts with their business partners
or investing in dubious projects.
For all the talk of having to
understand the Chinese (business)
culture, it is often just basic error like
failing to apply proper due diligence
and neglecting contractual matters
by Western entrepreneurs that results
in trouble. I suspect this derives
from that aspect of the Chinese
business environment which often
requires entrepreneurs to operate in

a gray zone in order to (somehow)
make things work. The prevailing
situation requires some flexibility
and creativity, but it doesn’t mean
that Westerners can afford to treat
business fundamentals carelessly.
You should not be naive when
it comes to expectations either. At
least three-quarters of start-ups
fail, and this holds true in China
as well. Setting up and scaling a
successful business for an eventual
sale is quite different from running
a small operation and essentially
being self-employed but not truly
an entrepreneur. So before you start
your business in China, determine for
yourself its actual potential. Ideally,
you should have an exit strategy in
place before you even incorporate.
In the end, it is worth
remembering that China is a highly
competitive market where Western
entrepreneurs are not playing on their
home turf. That being said, starting a
business in China has created some
amazing business opportunities for
Western entrepreneurs in China
and abroad.
A while back, I was asked in an
interview whether I thought China
was the new El Dorado for foreign
entrepreneurs. I have come to the
conclusion that it is rather like the
“new frontier.”
While there are plenty of
opportunities and it’s an exciting
place for entrepreneurs, it can also
be rough and does not simply mint
millionaires with little to no effort or
business savvy. If that doesn’t scare
you off, then you’ve completed
your first step to becoming a
China entrepreneur.

Dr Johannes Kadura is managing director of AKRYL digital agency. He is also a founding partner and business coach at ChinaEntrepreneur.net and an
Adjunct Professor at the Peking University.
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How to M
Motivate
Sales Team
to Achieve
Their Sales
Targets
BY HANZO NG

y
business
thrives
on solving client’s
challenges. One of
the daunting issues I
always hear from sales
leaders is “how do I get my sales
team to perform”?
With
ever
competitive
business environment – ever hungry
competitors – companies have to
be extra innovative in their strife for
business growth. Amid the current
spell of economic hardship, you
would be surprised if I reveal to
you that requests are pouring in for
solutions on how to achieve 30%
sales growth this year.
The more ambitious of my
clients want to double their sales.
But realistically, half – yes, half – of
all my clients are just happy if their
sales team is able to achieve their
sales targets.
You may wonder what makes
it so difficult for sales people to
meet their sales targets. There are
a myriad of reasons but I would
prefer to address the issue from the
perspective of motivation.
Having motivated hundreds
of sales teams to perform – during
both good and challenging economic
climates – you must first understand
that there are two distinct types of
motivation: individual motivation
versus team motivation.
INDIVIDUAL MOTIVATION
Individual motivation is understanding
each of your staff’s personal agenda.
This is not easy as it takes time to
listen and empathise with them. Trust
needs to be developed before the
staff will open to you as their leader.
If you a great motivator, then you
need to go deep into the lives so
as to unleash their true capabilities
(hidden talents).
Here are a few things that makes
them tick:
• Family: If the staff is married, he/
she could be providing financial and
social security for his/her spouses,
children and even parents. I once
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had a staff whose sole purpose of
working is to support his family.
Given that I wanted him to focus
on realising his end goal (providing
for his family), the topic of family
would arise every time I wanted to
motivate him.
Another variation of family
motivation is getting recognition
from them. We strive for the
feeling of significance, importance
and to be treasured by our family
members. Given that most Asians
are brought up by the “Tiger”
family culture where success – and
family dignity – is imperative, staff
can be motivated to prove to their
parents that they are better than
what their parents have thought of
them. To do so, they have to unveil
their true abilities and capabilities.
• Occupation: Some people want
challenging work and despise
routine mundane work. Some
people want a high-flying life
by striving to grow, grow and
grow. Hence, when they perform,
they know they have the right to
make demands.
I happened to be one of
such people. In my early 20s, I
rose to be the No. 1 sales person
in the company of 16 sales people
in less than one year. I demanded
to be a manager but was declined.
I left feeling more motivated to
prove myself. Do you have good
but demanding staff? Motivate
them by meeting their demands
if they are able to prove their
worth consistently.

• Recreation: People are also
motivated with various activities
outside the realm of work life.
Some people work hard so they
can party. Some because love
holidaying and will do whatever it
takes to pay for their travels. Others
love spas, shopping, sporting or
simply indulgence in good food
– all these serve as motivational
factors to every sales staff as well.
• Ultimate motivation: What makes
one tick doesn’t mean another will
response. I once had a staff who
loves to work but eventually gives
away all his money for charity. He
loves to contribute and that’s his
passion in life. He flies to India
annually to contribute water
supply, food and other basic needs
to a village there. This might not
sound like a source of motivation

for you but for him, it’s something
very endearing. It’s his source of
ultimate motivation.
TEAM MOTIVATION
Team motivation must be of foremost
concern to a sales leader when he/
she conducts a sales meeting for
this is essential to lift the spirit of his/
her sales team. Imagine watching a
sports movie – whether it’s Miracle
or Remember the Titans – with the
scene where the team is beaten
down and the coach walks to the
locker room for his famous locker
room team motivation. In the locker
room, there can be two motivational
options, likewise with sales meetings:
• Bashing: (Goes something like this)
It’s the third quarter already and
we are barely half-way there. Your
sales performance is horrible. Even
my grandma can sell more than
you. What on earth were you guys
doing? Are you serious with your
job? Listen up, I only want winners
here. Losers are not welcome.
Choose a side. Get up or get lost.
Advantage:
Sends a serious note.
Disadvantage:
Nobody wants to attend this type
of meeting.
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• Inspirational: (Goes something like
this) It’s the third quarter already
and we are barely half-way there.
The results are not encouraging. I
know all of you have the potential
to be great. You are good, but not
great yet. You can achieve so much
more than this. All of you are hired
because we see something in you,
we believed in you and we want
you to succeed. The management
will pour more time to polish up
your skills in the next few weeks
and you will be coached on how
to perform better. We want all of
you to rise and get a raise. Winners
make sales, losers make excuses.
And I truly believe that all of you
are all winners. Together we can
reach for the stars.
Advantage:
More encouraging to the spirit of
the team.
Disadvantage:
None in my opinion.
INSPIRING SALES TEAMS
I highly recommend that sales leaders
emphasise more on the inspirational
team motivation method. We are
not praising the team when they are
not performing. We are bringing up
their spirit to fight. So the question
is, how do we inspire the team to
motivate themselves?
• Say something motivating: If you
can’t give a proper speech, how do
you motivate the team to perform?
The Internet is filled with free
resources that a sales leader can
use to craft his/her sales meeting
speech. On top of that, there are
many rich content in books and
magazines to motivate your team.
• Be motivated yourself: Your team
mirrors you. Walk into the office
radiating energy and strength. Talk
positively. Stand stall and confident.
Get things done. Produce results.
The sales leader is the model of the
team. It all begins with leadership.
• Use metaphors and stories: This is
one technique I train sales leaders
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Some people
want challenging
work and despise
routine mundane
work. Some
people want a
high-flying life by
striving to grow,
grow and grow.

to use. Every great persuader
relies on this technique to convey
their messages. One example:
“You are all WARRIORS, you have
to sharpen your sword and go out
and fight!” Metaphor is something
that the sales team can easily relate
to. You are using something that
your team members can relate to
as a reference point.
There is indeed a wide array of
supporting materials to support the
‘story-telling’ a sales leader needs in
order to motivate his/her sales team.
Movies, articles, books, biographies
or even successful people with great
background make great stories to
tell. In fact, all sales leader need to
master story-telling as a motivating
tool. Stories can motivate, stories can
persuade and stories can inspire.

Hanzo Ng has helped many clients achieved the HIGHEST sales record ever in their
company history. He has turnaround many under-performers and sky-rocketed their
sales results through his Sales Ninja training programmes. Despite a tough retail
market environment, he helped two clients in the electronics and furniture industry
increased their sales by 65% in 2015. For more information on Sales Ninja training, visit
www.SalesNinja.asia today!
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RCEP

Free Trade Deal Is
‘No Substitute
for The TPP’
BY DEUTSCHE WELLE

As the Trans-Pacific Partnership
(TPP) trade pact is on the verge of
failure, Asian nations are pinning
their hopes on the China-endorsed
RCEP agreement.

R

epresentatives
of
the
countries negotiating the
Regional
Comprehensive
Economic
Partnership
(RCEP) agreement met in
Indonesia from December 2-10, 2016
for the 16th round of talks. The deal
brings together the 10 members of
the Southeast Asian grouping ASEAN
plus China, India, Japan, South Korea,
Australia and New Zealand – but
notably excludes the US.
The RCEP pact has gained
increased prominence following the
US President-elect Donald Trump’s
announcement to pull his country out
of the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP),
a 12-nation mega free trade deal
that was meant to be a key plank of
President Barack Obama’s “pivot” to
Asia policy.
In this context, Deutsche
Welle (DW) spoke to analyst Jacob
Funk Kirkegaard (JFK) about the
significance of the RCEP pact and
the main sticking points that have
to be overcome by the negotiating
countries to reach an agreement
on the deal. Kirkegaard is a senior
fellow at the Peterson Institute
for
International
Economics,
a Washington-based think tank.
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DW: Which countries are likely to
benefit the least from RCEP?
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DW: What are the key aims of
the RCEP?
JFK: The key aim of the RCEP free
trade agreement is to lower tariffs
among the participating countries.
And that’s a significant difference
between this deal and the TPP pact
which has provisions covering foreign
investment, public procurement and
a host of other important elements.
So, the RCEP is a much more narrowly
conceived trade agreement.
DW: If the deal is narrowly
conceived, then will it lead to a
deepening of trade ties among the
member countries?
JFK: There could be some increased
trade, but it should be clear from the
very beginning that the RCEP deal
will not be as beneficial as the TPP
because it’s a much less ambitious
and less comprehensive agreement.
However, one could expect
some increase in trade among the
countries that lower their tariffs.
Still, there is probably an
increased risk that the rise in trade
will come mostly in the form of trade
diversion. So the RCEP, in my opinion,
will clearly be a sub-optimal deal.
It’s not a good replacement of or
substitute for the TPP. Although it
might give some impetus to trade,
I would say that the increase in
commerce would be relatively shallow
as the scope of the agreement being
negotiated remains quite limited.
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DW: In terms of the negotiations,
what are the key sticking points that
have to be overcome?
JFK: The main sticking points are
disagreements
between
various
countries on tariff reduction as many
of them have significant protections
in place when it comes to particular
sectors of the economy.
China – the leading country
among them – wants to see
more liberalisation in sectors like
manufacturing and light industry
while others are hesitant to do so.
Another problem for many of the
other countries participating in the
RCEP talks is related to China’s trade
surplus with the rest of Asia.
This is a different situation from
what it was a few years ago when
China ran significant surpluses with
the US and many countries of Europe,
but ran deficits with other Asian
countries. Back then, these Asian
nations were exporting intermediate
inputs and other materials to China,
from where they were then reexported to the advanced economies.
But that flow of trade has changed
now and Asian nations now run
significant deficits with China. In this
context, the main sticking points
relate to the desire of many of the
negotiating countries to protect their
domestic industries from increased
Chinese competition. There will
therefore be significant resistance to
tariff reduction in many manufacturing
sectors.
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JFK: I think countries like Singapore,
Japan and South Korea are the ones
that are likely to benefit the least as
the RCEP does not cover aspects
such as foreign direct investment that
are of most importance for them.
Also, nations such as Indonesia that
export predominantly commodities
to China are unlikely to benefit much
from the pact.
Basically, my broader fear here is
that with the TPP now being off the
table, a lot of countries in Asia will
feel that they – for political reasons
– will need to join this Chinese-led
trade agreement, even if the actual
economics of the deal may be more
beneficial to China than to them.
DW: How do you see India’s role in
the negotiations as the country is
considered to be a perennial sceptic
of free trade deals?
JFK: I would certainly be very
surprised if India were to ultimately
join the RCEP. That’s because if India
does so, many Indian manufacturers
and businesses would face very
intense competition from Chinese
exporters. And since India is a country
that already runs a significant trade
deficit with China, I do not believe
that the Indian government would be
interested in this deal.
Moreover, if India ultimately joins
the RCEP, then it’s likely to be a very
shallow trade agreement which will
not cover many sectors. Economic
impact of the deal, therefore, will be
very limited.
I also don’t believe that India
will – for the foreseeable future –
join a deep and comprehensive free
trade agreement with China and the
rest of the Asian region as it would
be potentially devastating for many
sectors of the Indian economy.
DW: If the economic benefits are so
limited from the RCEP, why do these
countries feel compelled to join a
China-led free trade deal?
JFK: That’s because China is in many
ways already their biggest trading
partner. And with the demise of the

TPP, these countries feel that they will
need to accommodate China more
than they did in the past given the
US is no longer an active economic
participant in the free trade structure
of Asia.
DW: How is the RCEP likely to affect
the US’ economic position in the
region?
JFK: The real damage to the US’
position from the RCEP is going to be
political rather than economic. That’s
because the demise of the TPP signals
the US is withdrawing from Asia de
facto. In that sense, the demise of the
TPP is a huge wasted opportunity for
the US in Asia. The biggest loss is the
foregone or abandoned economic
benefits.
In terms of the actual negative
economic impact on the US in the
region, I think it will be relatively
limited, partly because I think the
scope of the RCEP itself would be
fairly limited, and also because the
US does not trade intensely with the
countries in the region in many of the
sectors that are likely to be covered
by the deal.
The one exception for that
might be Japan where I think US firms
would be at a disadvantage relative
to Chinese firms on the Japanese
market. But overall, the economic
effects will be small and the big
impact will be in political terms.

This is an excerpt from an article first published
by Deutsche Welle, Germany’s international
broadcaster, on 21 November 2016.

China Takes the Driver’s
Seat on Free Trade

D

BY THOMAS KOHLMANN

uring his presidential
campaign, Donald Trump
promised to pull the US
out of the 12-nation mega
trade deal known as the
Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP), a vital
element in President Barack Obama’s
“pivot” to Asia strategy.
The trade deal has been viewed
by many as a means for the US to
deepen its economic engagement in
the Asia-Pacific region, while helping
Washington counter Beijing’s growing
influence. China is currently not part
of the TPP.
But Trump’s election victory has
buried the chances of the pact being
ratified by the US Congress in the
coming years, casting a dark shadow
over the future of the ambitious
agreement.
“The most significant damage
will be to the US which does not have
alternatives in place,” opines trade
expert Deborah Elms. “Most of the
remaining TPP members have ‘Plan
B’ options they can pursue. The US
does not.”
Elms who serves as executive
director of the Asian Trade Center
(ATC) in Singapore, a think tank
and trade consultancy advising
governments and businesses in Asia,
expects the fallout from the TPP
collapse to be significant.
“TPP members were counting on
the agreement to help with domestic
reforms and were gearing up for the
substantial economic benefits that
would flow from a deep and broad
integration across 12 markets.”
But since Trump’s victory, China
has been pushing an alternative
vision of free trade in Asia under the
so-called Regional Comprehensive
Economic Partnership (RCEP) which
currently does not include countries
in the Americas.
Elms is convinced that Asia-

Pacific countries will now push
even harder for an alternative
trade
deal:
“Asian
countries
already have shown enthusiasm for
crafting trade agreements at the
bilateral and regional level and are
strongly linked by a dense web of e
existing agreements.”
Countries represented at the
16th round of talks in Jakarta from
Dec 2-10, 2016 include seven TPP
countries (Japan, Australia, New
Zealand,
Singapore,
Vietnam,
Malaysia and Brunei). “These seven
will likely be pushing RCEP to achieve
higher levels of ambition with the
remaining nine Asian counterparts,
including China and India,” Elms told
Deutsche Welle.
Elms further opined that Trump’s
plan to pull out of the TPP has put
China in the driver’s seat in a way
that it has not been before. She
thinks a withdrawal from the TPP
will eventually backfire on the US
as American companies will be at a
competitive disadvantage.
“They will – in a final irony – likely
outsource more to Asia because
in order to use the existing trade
agreements in Asia, they will need
to be physically located in Asia,”
she rationalises.
The Singapore-based trade
expert thinks that the end of the
TPP – or at least the current end
of the TPP in the US – means that
momentum in trade shifts strongly to
Asia. “While the US and Europe seem
to be unwilling or unable to push
for greater integration, most of Asia
still believes that the fastest route to
economic development and growth
depends on trade.”
John Key, New Zealand’s Prime
Minister, put it this way: “We like the
US being in the region. But if the US is
not there, that void needs to be filled,
and it will be filled by China.”
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T

he
healthcare
sector
in Southeast Asia is
undergoing solid growth.
This trend is driven by
factors such as rising
affluence; an ageing population;
increase in consumer awareness
on healthcare matters; improved
access to healthcare services, and
a shift from infectious diseases to
‘rich country’ diseases triggered by
modern day lifestyle.
According to the World Bank,
the total healthcare spend in the
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region is estimated at US$68 billion.
This represents a huge opportunity
for small and medium enterprises
(SMEs) to capitalise upon, especially
with the establishment of the ASEAN
Economic Community (AEC) in
2015 which strives for economic
integration in the region.
The healthcare sector in the
region could be broadly divided into
two categories, namely the public
and private healthcare sector. For
the most part, healthcare spending
in the region comes from the public

The Outlook of
Southeast Asia’s
Healthcare Industry
BY AHMAD AZUAR ZAINUDDIN

sector. According to a report by
Deloitte, many of the region’s fiscally
challenged governments are finding
it difficult to meet the escalating
demand of its people.
At a glance, countries in the
region spend anywhere between
2.5% and 5% of their Gross Domestic
Product (GDP). In Malaysia’s case,
the total healthcare spending is
equivalent to 4.5% of GDP in 2014
with its growth is expected to
outpace its economic expansion
by 2018.
With the government

expecting to balance their budget,
public sector spending on healthcare
is expected to remain sluggish.
Meanwhile,
the
region
is
also facing a shortage in medical
personnel. The average number of
medical doctors is 0.6 per 1,000 of
the population which is much lower
compared to developed countries
such as the UK (2.8), Germany (3.7)
and the US (2.4). The same could be
said about the number dentists and
nurses. For example, Indonesia has
only 0.2 medical doctors per 1,000 of

its population and only 0.6 hospital
bed per 1,000 people. In perspective,
the global average is three hospital
beds per 1,000 of the population.
While the public healthcare
sector
struggles,
the
private
healthcare market in the region is
enjoying healthy growth, especially
in more developed countries such as
Singapore, Malaysia and Thailand.
Key players in these countries offer
world-class services that serve both
local and international clients. For
instance, Singapore is building on
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Major Healthcare Sector Themes in
Southeast Asia

In the near term,
countries with good and
affordable healthcare
systems such as Thailand and
Malaysia may benefit from
the demand created by the
establishment of a single
market. Nevertheless, as
ASEAN aims to implement
a healthcare standard – and
coupled with the economic
integration of the AEC –
SMEs with the knowledge
and technology capabilities
may find opportunities for
regional expansion.
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its reputation as leading destination
in the region for healthcare services
to grow its clinical research and
biomedical industries.
The Southeast Asia region
also has a vibrant medical tourism
industry. The dynamism of this
sector is supported by factors
such as the availability of highquality and advanced medical
care technology and the relatively
affordable cost of healthcare in the
region compared to those in more
developed countries. In this regard,
less advanced countries in the region
are losing out a significant share of
their domestic healthcare spending.
A case in point is Indonesia where 1.5
million of the country’s population
travels to neighbouring countries like
Malaysia and Singapore, spending an
estimated US$ 1.4 billion per year.
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Looking ahead, there are some key
themes in the regional healthcare
sector that the SMEs should look
out for. These themes include the
increasing relevance of ASEAN, the
rise of ‘rich country diseases’, an ageing
population and medical tourism.
With the establishment of
the AEC, ASEAN countries are
committed to healthcare as one of
the priority sectors in the ongoing
effort of regional integration. This
commitment is reflected by the
establishment of the Healthcare
Services Sectoral Working Group
(HSSWG) which discusses matters
pertaining to the facilitation and
cooperation in healthcare services
– an important component of the
liberation process of the ASEAN
Framework Agreement on Services
(AFAS). In order to implement the
Mutual Recognition Agreement
(MRA), the HSSWG has established
three committees focusing on
nursing, medical practitioners and
dental practitioners.
In the near term, countries
with
good
and
affordable
healthcare
systems
such
as
Thailand and Malaysia may benefit
from the demand created by the
establishment of a single market.
Nevertheless, as ASEAN aims to
implement a healthcare standard
– and coupled with the economic
integration of the AEC – SMEs with
the knowledge and technology
capabilities may find opportunities
for regional expansion.
As ASEAN member countries
become more affluent, we are
witnessing a rise in “rich country
diseases” such as type-2 diabetes,
obesity and sedentary lifestyle
in the region. According to the
International Diabetes Federation
(IDF), over 191 million people are
living with diabetes in the AsiaPacific region alone. Additionally,
there is also an increasing awareness
in mental healthcare which has
long been ignored, marginalised

or stigmatised. As the region’s
population becomes increasingly
more urbanised, stress and mental
illness are expected to become a
growing health problem.
While the demographic in
ASEAN is relatively young in
general, there is an issue of an
ageing population in some ASEAN
countries such as Singapore and
Malaysia. This means that there is
a need to address issues of agerelated diseases and healthcare
needs which are largely ignored
and in short supply. Meanwhile, the

region is also facing talent shortages
required to address age-related
diseases such as dementia. Hence,
SMEs in the healthcare industry
may have a potentially large role
addressing this gap.
Another important theme in
the regional healthcare sector is the
boon of medical tourism. At present,
medical tourism is already big
business in the region, especially for
countries such as Thailand, Malaysia
and Singapore.
Thailand has perhaps the most
advanced medical tourism sector

According to the latest Thai government estimate, between 1.3
million and 1.8 million medical tourists visited Thailand in 2015
with medical tourism generating 107 billion baht in revenue in
2014 (US$3 billion). It is worth to note that these patients not
only arrive from ASEAN countries but also beyond this region,
namely from Japan, Middle East, the UK, US and Australia.

in the region with integrated endto-end solutions which include air
travel and hotel accommodation
for travelling families. From nearly
400,000 foreign patients in 2007,
the number of foreign patients
had increased to nearly 700,000 in
2012 with a total direct spending of
US$3.8 billion.
According to the latest Thai
government estimate, between
1.3 million and 1.8 million medical
tourists visited Thailand in 2015 with
medical tourism generating 107
billion baht (US$3 billion) in revenue
in 2014. It is worth to note that these
patients not only arrive from ASEAN
countries but also beyond this
region, namely from Japan, Middle
East, the UK, US and Australia.
The healthcare tourism sector
is projected to expand even further
with increasing affluence in the
region facilitating more patients to
seek treatment via short distance
travel amid the region’s growing
reputation in providing quality and
affordable healthcare.
In conclusion, as the region’s
public healthcare sector struggles
to meet the healthcare expectations
of its people, the private healthcare
is thriving; supported by factors
and trends such as rising affluence,
the shift from infectious to lifestyle
diseases, regional integration and an
ageing population. While the sector
may require a high level of knowledge
and technology – in addition to being
highly regulated – SMEs that are able
to meet the needs of patients and
requirement of regulators may enjoy
a healthy return on investment in the
long run.

Ahmad Azuar Zainuddin is a
Senior Associate at the Centre
for Entrepreneur Development
and Research (CEDAR), a
wholly owned subsidiary of the
SME Bank Malaysia. He can
be reached at ahmad.azuar@
smebank.com.my.
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Advance Pact:

Striving to be the Leading
Healthcare Consultancy
and Services Company
Shamsulbahrin Ludin

Managing Director, Advance Pact Sdn Bhd
INTERVIEWED BY AZIZUL ABDUL LATIF
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Since returning from the Middle-East in 1999, Haji
Director of Advance Pact Sdn Bhd had come far
his business regionally and gaining reputation
vast experience, knowledge as well as aspiration
ACE Spotlight.

A

dvance Pact is a company
that is specifically focused
on healthcare services and
consulting. In the field
of consulting, Advance Pact offers
planning services for construction of
hospitals and medical institutions, in
addition to making recommendations
for medical equipment based
on technology assessment. The
company is also involved in testing,
maintaining, managing and disposing
of medical equipment from as small
as a stethoscope to as large as an
MRI (magnetic resonance imaging) or
CT (computerised tomography) scan
machine. Furthermore, the company
also provides user training to doctors,
paramedics and nurses.

Shamsulbahrin Ludin, Managing
as an entrepreneur, expanding
internationally. He shares his
in the healthcare industry with

H a ji Sha msulba hrin Ludin,
Managing Director of Advance Pact,
who is also the winner of SME Bank
Malaysia’s Premiere Award and SME
Bank Malaysia’s Most Outstanding
Award, shares his experience and
knowledge in the healthcare industry
with ACE Spotlight.
Q: What prompted you to start
a business in the healthcare
sector?
Prior to starting my own business in
1999, I was Chief Executive of the
Abu Dhabi Specialist Centre, a luxury
hospital with 100 beds. While I was in
Abu Dhabi, I was already scanning for
business opportunities in the region

– in countries such as the United
Arab Emirates (UAE), Saudi Arabia
and Bahrain. Upon my return to
Malaysia, the opportunity arose when
a concession company in the country
called for tenders to carry out biomedical services and coincidentally
my proposal was selected. That’s
when I began being actively involved
in business.
Q: Can you share the landscape of
your landscape?
Frankly speaking, the cost to enter
and stay in the healthcare industry
is very high. However, if you have
gained a foothold, you will last
long because it is difficult for

■ The healthcare sector requires advance technology and competencies.
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competitors to partake in this field
unless they are willing to make the
high-cost of investment.
The
global
economic
uncertainty also poses a daunting
challenge. This is because the
equipment and spare parts are
mostly imported from abroad and
its cost is affected by the foreign
exchange rates. As we speak, the
costs of equipment and spare parts
have increased between 20% to
40%, or more. Among the methods
that we have used to manage this
situation is to reduce purchases that
involve multiple layers or to buy
directly from the main source.
Next, we have to be creative
in reducing our dependence on
external parties. This includes
acquiring
the
capability
to
produce our own products. As this
requires advance technology and
competencies, it is pertinent that
we develop our human capital and
upgrade our assets. If previously we
had relied on the United States for

components, now we are able to
produce our own components that
are customised to our needs.
Maintaining the high level of
competencies is also very important.
In the field which we operate,
technology is changing as rapid
as the smartphone technology.
Therefore, we need to keep up to
date with the latest technological
d e v e l o p m e n t w h i c h re q u i re s
consistent investment.
Q: What is your business
aspiration?
My aspiration is for Advance
Pact to become a global player.
If you talk about becoming a
global player overnight, you are
bound to fail. In order to be a
global player, we need to have a
strategic plan in place to achieve
this objective. If we do not have
the ambition to go global, we will
not be able to go anywhere. This
aspiration is becoming reality

with the establishment of our
medical imaging division which is
headed by an American.
We aspire to explore the
European market because of
its immense potential. Thus,
we place a high priority on the
quality of our work based on
international
standards.
For
example, we are ISO 9000 and
ISO 134845 certified with Crown
Certification that is accepted in
the UK and Europe.

Q: What is the role of trade
agreements in enhancing your
business?
Trade agreements open up business
opportunities beyond our borders.
Technology-based
small
and
medium enterprises (SMEs) should
seize these opportunities. In order
to enter the international markets,
SMEs must possess a high degree
of competitiveness. If they wish

■ Advance Pact aspires to become a global player and have a strategic plan in pace to achieve this objective.
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■ Advance Pact is ISO 9000 and ISO 134845 certified with Crown Certification that is accepted in the UK and Europe

Trade agreements
open up business
opportunities
beyond our borders.
Technology-based small
and medium enterprises
(SMEs) should seize
these opportunities.

to penetrate the US market, they
have to compete at an international
standard. We have to look ahead by
being courageous, otherwise we will
remain as a champion only in our
own backyard.
There are many SMEs which
boost high level of competencies. In
our case, we started off expanding
our business into our ASEAN
neighbour Brunei before entering
the UAE and Saudi Arabia. Currently,
we are in negotiations to expand into
the UK. Every country has its own
unique requirements. If an American
or British-based company can do it,
why not a Malaysian company?

Q: What advice would you give
aspiring entrepreneurs who
wish to enter the healthcare
industry?
In this business, you’ve got to
focus and remember that there are
no shortcuts. Everything has to be
system-based and organised. Just
like any business, good financial
management is essential. Financial
management is where I see many
businesses fail in this industry.
Next, it is important to take
care of your human capital. If
you want to be in a technologydriven
business
environment,
human capital is important as they
represent your core resource. In
order to retain human capital,
you need to have the right culture
where everybody feels like they
belong, and of course, this is
easier said than done.

For more info:
2-3A, Perdana The Place, Jalan
PJU 8/5G, Bandar Damansara
Perdana, 47820 Petaling Jaya,
Selangor Darul Ehsan, Malaysia.
www.advancepact.com
+603 7726 8632 /
+603 7727 9859

Azizul Abdul Latif is a Senior Associate at the Centre for Entrepreneur Development
and Research (CEDAR), a wholly owned subsidiary of the SME Bank Malaysia. He can
be reached at azizul@smebank.com.my.
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The Future of
ASEAN Healthcare
BY NORHISHAM HAMZAH
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Digital innovations are transforming businesses
at a pace that have never been seen before.
From finance to the tourism sector, these digital
advances are disrupting the status quo while
creating a leap in value for customers. The ACE
Spotlight diagnoses how this digital revolution
is shaping the future of the healthcare sector in
Southeast Asia.

F

or the most part, the
adoption of information
communication technology
(ICT) by the healthcare
sector has followed the
same pattern as other industries.
In general terms, the adoption of
IT is categorised into three distinct
waves. The first wave describes
the era which started sometime
between the 1960s and 1970s when
IT first entered the business world.
During this time, IT was primarily
focused on increasing productivity
by automating and streamlining
standardised and repetitive tasks
such as accounting and payroll.
The second wave of IT came
about in the 1990s thanks to the
introduction of the Internet. This
wave ushered in an era of global

integration and coordination. By
enabling collaboration and sharing
of information, the second wave of
IT had increased the efficiency of
doing business across the global
supply chain.
Today, the healthcare sector
is undergoing its third wave of IT
evolution where IT is embedded in
the product itself. Coincidentally,
just as we had witnessed in the
earlier two waves of IT, the third
wave is expected to further
improve efficiency as well as
unlock new potential in all sectors
including healthcare.
However, while the healthcare
sector in the region has been quick
to embrace the first two waves of IT,
its adoption of the third wave has
not been sluggish. For example, the

retail and tourism sectors today are
intrinsically immersed with the latest
digital trends such as e-commerce,
mobile applications and social
media. Perhaps, the healthcare
industry is concerned about issues
such as privacy, regulations and its
myriad of stakeholders.
Indeed, with the regional
market being valued at US$68
billion – coupled with the rising
broadband and mobile penetration
– it is only a matter of time that
global players will seize the
opportunities if ASEAN businesses
are slow to act. As the old saying
goes, opportunity doesn’t knock
twice. We have already seen real
case examples of this happening
with Uber and the Priceline Group
dominating the popular ridesharing and travel booking service
in the region.
What we have learned from
the digital disruptors is that
people are willing to trade-off
privacy for convenience and
through their popularity they are
able to negotiate from a position
of strength with the regulators.
While still at a nascent stage,
there are several exciting regional
pioneers that have led the charge
in adopting the third wave of IT in
the healthcare sector.
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BookDoc is an
example of the power of
intra-industry collaboration
in action. Prior to
establishing BookDoc,
Beh was formerly the CEO
and managing director
of BP Healthcare Group,
while co-founder Joel
Neoh was best known
for his technology startup accomplishments as
the founder of Groupon
Malaysia and as the CEO of
Groupon Asia Pacific.

“BookDoc is an online
and mobile platform
which improves access
to healthcare by allowing
users to search and
make appointments with
healthcare professionals”
Chevy Beh
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BookDoc
Co-founded by Dato’ Chevy Beh
and Joel Noh, BookDoc is an
online and mobile platform which
improves access to healthcare
by allowing users to search
and make appointments with
healthcare professionals such as
general practitioners, specialists,
physiotherapist,
dentists
and
many more.
Beh was moved to launch
Bookdoc following a near-death
experience of his friend who had
contracted the dengue fever. As
his condition had worsened while
enduring the long wait for hospital
admission, his friend summoned
Beh who is a seasoned player in
the healthcare industry to assist in
getting immediate care. Later, Beh
learned from the attending physician
that his friend’s life would have been
at risk had he been admitted any
later. From this event, he pledged
to do something to address
inefficiencies
and
information
asymmetries in healthcare.
BookDoc
is
an
example
of the power of intra-industry
collaboration in action. Prior to
establishing BookDoc, Beh was
formerly the CEO and managing
director of BP Healthcare Group,
while co-founder Joel Neoh was
best known for his technology startup accomplishments as the founder
of Groupon Malaysia and as the
CEO of Groupon Asia Pacific.
Since its inception in 2015,
BookDoc had also established
partnerships
with
regulators,
healthcare providers as well as
strategic regional partners across
three countries. Its healthcare
partners include the National
Heart Institute (Malaysia), Sime
Darby Healthcare (Malaysia), KPJ
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Healthcare (Malaysia), Singapore
Medical Group (Singapore), Pacific
Healthcare Holdings (Singapore),
Asian American Medical Group
(Singapore) and Town Health Group
(Hong Kong), among others.
Among the many notable
milestones of BookDoc to date
include achieving the highest seed
valuation in Asia’s tech start-up
history following a seed round
funding led by the Royal Family of
Brunei. In recognition of its success to
date, BookDoc had won the Frost &
Sullivan’s 2016 Innovation Excellence
Award
in
Mobile
Healthcare
Technology in Southeast Asia.

ALODOKTER
Many of us have consulted Google
on our healthcare concerns and
there is certainly a wealth of
information readily available on the
World Wide Web. The challenge,
however, is to determine which
information is credible and that is
easier said than done. Furthermore,
in some Southeast Asian countries,
language may be a barrier for
patients looking for credible
healthcare information online.
Enter Alodokter, a healthcare
startup with the noble mission
of providing high-quality healthrelated information that could be
relied upon to help patients in
Indonesia make better decisions
when it comes to their health.
Founded by Nathanael Faibis in
2014, the website features articles
about health and wellness as well
an A-to-Z list of drugs and diseases
– all carefully edited by a team of
doctors who are also available to
answer questions online.
In
establishing
Alodokter,
Faibis had successfully combined his
expertise in the technology sector –
including helping launch the highly

popular
e-commerce
company
Lazada in 2012 – with his experience
in the pharmaceutical industry in
developing countries.
“With the rise of Internet
access, Indonesians started to
look heavily online for health
information, but there was no
reliable source of information in
Bahasa Indonesia,” explains Faibis.
“We are doing our best to give
scientifically accurate and easy-tounderstand health information to
patients all around Indonesia.”
Alodokter is not unique in
offering this service as several local
competitors such as DokterSehat,
1Health and KlikDokter are also
offering a similar product. However,
after two years in the market,
Alodokter is currently the top
online health-information portal
in Indonesia with over 18 million
site visits as of December 2016,
according to SimilarWeb, a digital
market intelligence company.
In 2016, Alodokter was named
as one of the “20 start-ups to watch”
by venture investment network, One
Thousand Angels. The tech start-up
has also raised early staged financing
from 500 Start-ups, Jungle Ventures,
Fenox Venture Capital, Golden Gate
Ventures and Lim Der Shing.

HEALINT
Healint is a Singapore-based digitalhealthcare analytics company which
is revolutionising the healthcare
industry by enabling doctors,
patients and other stakeholders
to utilise mobile devices, sensors,
machine learning and big data for
the management of chronic diseases.
Founded by Francois Cadiou, Ali
Engamal and Veronica Chew in 2013,
Healint enables health stakeholders
to capture and process inputs that

would help them better manage
health conditions in the areas
of migraine-pain, sleep, stroke,
epilepsy and respiratory.
In
mid-2014,
Healint
launched Migraine Buddy – a
mobile app which helps patients
track and record their migraines.
Designed by neurologist and
data-scientists, Migraine Buddy
offers the most intuitive and
comprehensive features available
in a migraine-tracking app. More
than a simple diary to track and
record migraines, Migraine Buddy
is also the first global study
conducted on migraines.
There are many reasons for
patients to start using Migraine
Buddy to track their migraines.
Among
the
most
frequent
motivation is for patients to identify
the possible triggers related to
their migraines as to prevent future
occurrences. As migraines have a
wide range of potential triggers,
it is useful for patients to track all
triggers such as weather, pressure,
food and noise, among other.
The Migraine Buddy app is the
No. 1 Migraine Tracking App on
GooglePlay (it is also available in
the Apple App Store now). “Most
of them (downloads) are from
the UK, US and France – I think
owing to the higher awareness of
migraines there,” suggests Chew.
According to data from the
start-up ecosystem database
Crunchbase, Healint has to-date
raised US$1.36 million in funding
from GREE Ventures, JFDI.Asia,
Sublime IP, Shin Ryoku Trust,
National Research Foundation
and Wavemaker Partners.
In developing a highly
engaging and secured platform,
Healint has engaged several
strategic partners such as the
National Neuroscience Institute
Singapore, Duke-NUS Medical
School, Tan Tock Seng Hospital,
Tucker
Medical,
Alexandra
Health, Gleneagles Singapore
and Migraine Action.

“With the rise of Internet
access, Indonesian started
to look heavily online
for health information,
but there was no reliable
source of information
in Bahasa Indonesia,”
explains Faibis. “We are
doing our best to give
scientifically accurate and
easy-to-understand health
information to patients all
around Indonesia.”

Norhisham Hamzah is the Head
of Research & Publication, CEDAR,
a wholly owned subsidiary of the
SME Bank Malaysia. He can be
reached at norhisyam@smebank.
com.my.
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The Dynamism
of ASEAN’s
Medical
Tourism Sector
BY AHMAD AZUAR ZAINUDDIN

Medical tourism has long been recognised as big
business in the region, particularly in countries such
as Thailand, Malaysia and Singapore. In this article,
ACE Spotlight look at the landscape, enablers and
potential growth areas that regional SMEs could tap.

T

he
Wo r l d
Health
Organisation (WHO) defines
medical tourism as “medical
tourist elect to travel across
international borders to receive some
form of medical treatment”. These
treatments span across a full-range
of medical services with the most
common treatment being dental
care, cosmetic surgery, elective
surgery and fertility treatment.
In defining medical tourists, it is
important to subtract international
patients who are expatriates seeking
care in their country of residence as
well as emergency cases.
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Based on a report by USbased Patients Beyond Border, an
organisation which monitors trends
in medical tourism globally, it is
estimated that the medical tourism
sub-sector globally is expanding at a
rate of more than 25% annually and
is valued over US$55 billion with a
market of over 11 million consumers.
From these figures, nearly a third
comprise
of
medical
tourists
travelling to Southeast Asia.
Nevertheless, it is important to
appreciate that many medical tourists
in Southeast Asia arrives from within
the region itself. For instance, from

an estimated 840,000 medical tourist
arrivals to Malaysia, circa 640,000
hail from within Southeast Asia. Both
Thailand and Singapore attracts
550,000 and 400,000 intra-ASEAN
tourists, respectively.
In general, broad factors
influencing people in the region
to travel for healthcare includes
medical cost, shorter waiting times
for procedures, access to treatments
unavailable in their native countries
and more affordable travel cost given
the availability of low-cost airlines.
In addition, cultural similarity and
distance are also factors influencing

regional patients in their choice of
medical care destination as evident in
the influx of medical tourist travelling
from Laos to Thailand and Indonesia
to Malaysia.
According to Ghazali Musa,
Professor of Business Strategy
and Policy at Malaysia’s University
Malaya, the region’s medical tourism
explosion had its origin in the 1997
Asian Financial Crisis when more
developed Southeast Asian countries
looking to diversify their income
sources began promoting affordable
and high-quality medical care to
attract foreign patients.

Today, medical tourism is a big
business in the region with countries
beginning to carve a niche beyond
the broad factors discussed earlier.
For example, Singapore is wellknown for excellent diagnosis and
treatment of oncology as well as
stem cell regenerative therapies
while Malaysia for its comprehensive
health screenings and Thailand for
cosmetic surgery.

MEDICAL TOURISM ENABLERS
While we have looked at the macro
level on factors influencing foreign
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One way to gain the
confidence and trust of
consumers is through
obtaining internationallyrecognised accreditations
which certify the level of
quality for the healthcare
services provided. With
regard to this, the Joint
Commission International
(JCI) is a reputable group
that has been vetting
healthcare providers in
the region since 2002.
Today, Thailand boasts
53-accredited hospitals,
followed by Singapore
and Malaysia with 22 and
13, respectively.
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patient’s decision in determining
countries in the region where they
obtain medical treatments and care,
perhaps we could dig deeper to
appreciate factors influencing their
selection of healthcare provider. In
this regard, it is important to first
and foremost satisfy their primary
motivation which is to get highquality medical care that is otherwise
unavailable in their home country at
lower-cost.
With quality and access serving
as the most important factors, it is thus
key for healthcare providers to invest
in state-of-the-art medical equipment
and facilities and to recruit quality
medical practitioners such as specialist
doctors and nurses. However, this
doesn’t end here; healthcare providers
also need to strategically market their
services in ways that appeal to the
medical consumers.
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One way to gain the confidence
and trust of consumers is through
obtaining internationally-recognised
accreditations which certify the level
of quality for the healthcare services
provided. With regard to this, the
Joint Commission International (JCI)
is a reputable group that has been
vetting healthcare providers in the
region since 2002. Today, Thailand
boasts 53 accredited hospitals,
followed by Singapore and Malaysia
with 22 and 13, respectively.
M o r e o v e r, s m a l l m e d i u m
enterprises (SMEs) should also
consider enhancing the tourism
component of medical tourism
by venturing into tourism-related
products such as accommodation,
transportation and travel. As many
foreign patients are accompanied
by loved-ones, perhaps healthcare
operators may consider packaging

their services with tourism-related
activities which the region is already
so famous for. In this context,
healthcare operators should consider
collaborating with players involved in
the tourism industry.

SOME POTENTIAL GROWTH
AREAS
❏ Halal Medical Tourism
There is a growing demand for
halal medical tourism in the region,
especially in Malaysia and Singapore
which receives a large share of
medical tourists from neighbouring
Indonesia. Halal medical tourism
refers to medical tourism which
adheres to the guidelines under the
Shariah Law. For instance, healthcare
providers should provide halal

Beyond offering halal medications, healthcare
operators involved in halal medical tourism should
consider offering Muslim-friendly services such as
halal food, qibla directions, prayer facilities, provide
doctors and nurses that are the same gender as the
patients and if required, funeral services according
to Islamic requirements.

medications when available such
as porcine-free gelatin capsules for
medications and non-porcine insulin.
Beyond
offering
halal
medications, healthcare operators
involved in halal medical tourism
should consider offering Muslimfriendly services such as halal food,
qibla directions, prayer facilities,
provide doctors and nurses that are
the same gender as the patients
and if required, funeral services
according to Islamic requirements.
The potential is there as
within the Organisation of Islamic
Cooperation (OIC), Malaysia has
already carved its name as the
most popular destinations among
Muslim tourists, while Singapore and
Thailand rank as first and second
among non-OIC members.
“We realise that if we can
come up with halal pharmaceutical
products there’s a big market for it.
As far as Muslims concerned, if you
have a halal product, there is no
compromise,” says Jamil Bidin, CEO
of Malaysia-based Halal Industry
Development Corporation.

to Josef Woodman, CEO of
Patients Beyond Borders, there
is an excellent opportunity for
the country to promote itself as a
dental tourism destination.
People from countries such
as the US, Australia as well as
neighbouring Southeast Asian
countries could save up to 70% on
the cost of dental treatments in
Cambodia. With the savings, they
could cover the cost of a holiday
in Cambodia.
In essence, as access to
healthcare in Southeast Asia’s less
developed
countries
improves
in tandem with region’s overall
economic progress, it is unlikely
that the demand for medical
tourism would subside anytime
soon. The region’s rising affluence
would influence the consumer’s
conditions and preferences. Should
ASEAN achieve its intended goal of
becoming a single regional; the more
likely scenario would be a dynamic
sector with healthy competitions and
collaborations driven on innovative
healthcare packages and services.

❏ Dental Tourism
It is not just the most developed
countries in the region that are
reaping the benefits of medical
tourism. Cambodia is beginning
to gain a reputation as a lowcost and high-quality destination
for dental tourism. According

Ahmad Azuar Zainuddin is a
Senior Associate at the Centre
for Entrepreneur Development
and Research (CEDAR), a
wholly owned subsidiary of the
SME Bank Malaysia. He can
be reached at ahmad.azuar@
smebank.com.my.
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Indonesian Jamu :
Harnessing the Potential
of Traditional Medicine
in Southeast Asia
BY FAIIZA MOHD MOKHTAR

The people of Southeast Asia have a long
history of using traditional medicines in
their health maintenance, prevention and
treatment. ACE Spotlight zooms into
Jamu, Indonesia’s popular traditional
medicine.
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D

espite being around
for generations, it is
surprising that many
still
underestimate
the business potential
traditional
medicines.
Indeed,
the people of Southeast Asia
have a long history of using
traditional medicines in their health
maintenance,
prevention
and
treatment. Traditional medicines are
often referred to as complementary
medicines or alternative medicines.
The World Health Organisation
defines traditional medicines as
“the sum total of the knowledge,
skills, and practices based on
theories, beliefs, and experiences
indigenous to different cultures –
whether explicable or not – used
in the maintenance of health as
well as the prevention, diagnosis,
improvement or treatment of
physical and mental
illness.”
In Indonesia, a
popular example
of
traditional
medicine is the
jamu or djamu
which
are
made from
n a t u r a l
ingredients
such as roots,
barks, flowers,
seeds, leaves and
fruits as well as
ingredients acquired
from animals such
as honey, royal jelly,
milk and eggs, just to
name a few.
While the jamu
is prevalent throughout
the Indonesian archipelago,
it is most popular in Java.
Societal customs may have
something to do with this as
the jamu was widely used in the
Javanese royal courts of Yogyakarta
and Surakarta where it was
prescribed to royalties and nobles

in the ‘keraton’ or royal palaces.
It is believed that the legendary
beauty of ‘putri keraton’ (princesses)
was attributed to the jamu and the
traditional lotion known as lulur.
Traditionally, jamu are sold by
‘mbok jamu’ or jamu seller ladies
who would carry bamboo baskets on
their back and travel from one village
to another peddling their fares.
At the same time, jamu could also
be found at street-side ‘warungs’
(stalls). Today, jamu is big business
with mass production and is sold in
more modern forms such as tablets,
capsules, powder and liquid for local
consumptions as well as exports.
According to the the Indonesian
Herbal and Traditional Medicine
Association (GP Jamu), sales of jamu
is estimated to be worth US$73.29
million in 2014. The jamu industry
in Indonesia currently employs
more than 15 million people with
over 1,000 manufacturers, some of
whom are listed on the Jakarta stock
exchange.
Among fans of jamu is none
other than the seventh President of
Indonesia, Joko ‘Jokowi’ Widodo.
According to Jokowi, he had
consumed the temuluwak jahe or
ginger circuma for 17 years – and this
has enabled him to go about his daily
activities well in addition to repairing
the liver and digestive functions.

In order to produce highquality jamu, PT Jamu IBOE Jaya
fuses the ancient principles and
philosophy of herbs and drugs
with the development of hightech manufacturing processes. PT
Jamu IBOE Jaya employs strict
production standards with total
quality management, quality control
and monitoring. This approach not
only guarantees hygiene and quality
standards but also helps keep
employees need for the production
process relatively small. As a result,
PT Jamu IBOE Jaya employs only
200 personnel at its 28,000m²
factory complex.
PT Jamu IBOE Jaya is a pioneer
in the research and development of
jamu. This commitment is evidenced
since 1979 when the company
introduced breakthrough aluminium
foil technology for packaging which
was subsequently emulated by
other jamu producers in Indonesia.
Currently, their research activities are
centred at its research & development
(R&D) centre which was built in 1980.

PT Jamu IBOE Jaya
Founded by mother and daughter,
Tan Swan Nio and Siem Tjiong Nio
in 2010 at Jalan Ngaglik, Surabaya
as Djamoe Industrie en Chemicalien
Handel “IBOE” Tjap 2Njonja, PT
Jamu Iboe Jaya epitomises the
attention, care, affection and
loyalty of a mother to her child.
The company carries the vision of
cultivating and developing heritage
culture through the modernisation
of traditional herbs.
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SPOTLIGHT

“...by presenting
jamu in a fun way,
we hope that
young Indonesian
would want to
enjoy the jamu.”
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The design of its laboratory was
optimised to facilitate collaboration
among all parties involved in the
production process. In addition
to laboratories, the facility also
houses a library, conference room
and training room. Recognising the
importance of quality research team,
PT Jamu IBOE employs best-in-class
personnel from various disciplines
of science such as pharmacology,
chemistry analyst, organic chemistry,
p h y s i c al chemistry, chemica l
engineering, toxicology, biology,
agronomy, herbalist and statisticians.
The success of its research team is
measured by the ability to introduce
new products and the eventual
customer satisfaction.
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PT Jamu IBOE Jaya provides
about a hundred products in the
form of powders, pills, capsules and
healthy drinks. These products are
classified as traditional and modern.
The traditional products are sold
in herb stores and café while the
modern products are available in
drugstores. Whether traditional or
modern, all jamu produced by PT
Jamu IBOE Jaya are processed with
modern technology from the best
quality of natural ingredients.
Suwe Ora Jamu
Established in February 2013 by the
pairing of Nova Setiabudi and her
husband, Uwi Manthovani, Suwe
Ora Jamu challenges existing
notion that the jamu are only
meant for the older generation.
Located at South Jakarta, the
café hopes to cater to a
younger crowd while
retaining the benefits
already associated with
the jamu.
“The
jamu
mocktails (served at Suwe
Ora Jamu) are made from

TRADITIONAL PRODUCT
Ginseng Prakoso

Herb for men

Uratan

Overcome uric acid

Hiperten

Hypertension

Anak Iboe

Herb for children

MODERN PRODUCT
Curmino (curcuma xanthrorriza extract)

Maintenance and treatment of liver

Garlicia (garlic extract)

Reduce cholesterol level

Kunir Putih (curcuma mangga extract)

Immunomodulator

Sambiloto (andrographidis extract)

Reduce blood sugar level

basic jamu ingredients such as
turmeric, tamarind and ginger which
are mixed with ingredients in the
likes of fresh fruits and vegetables,”
reveals
Nova.
“However,
by
presenting jamu in a fun way, we
hope that young Indonesian would
want to enjoy the jamu.”
Among the favourite jamu
mocktails served at Suwe Ora Jamu
includes ice cold “green tamarind”.
The green colour drink which is
made from mustard, turmeric and
mint has an unmistakably fresh
and sweet-sour taste. Two other
distinguished offerings by the café
are jamu shots made of turmeric
and curcuma honey.
For the traditionalists, Suwe
Ora Jamu serves traditional bitter
jamu such as jamu sekalor (to relieve
headaches), jamu uratan (to relieve
rheumatic and joint pain) and jamu
berseri (to cleanse the blood and
refresh the body). There are also
other types of jamu especially for

men and women. Although they are
bitter, the level of bitterness could
be fine-tuned to the customer by
adding honey and sliced pickles.
The youthful theme also
extends to the interior design of
the café with the use of trendy
retro furniture. According to
Nova, the idea is to offer a homelike and comfortable atmosphere
while customers explore the taste
of jamu. Indeed, as the poetic
Indonesian adage goes “if you do
not know, how could you love?”
In essence, there are huge
opportunities for SME to explore
with regard to the latent potential
traditional medicine in the region.
As we have seen with PT Jamu IBOE
Jaya and Suwe Ora Jamu – whether
it is leveraging on technology or
design – there are plenty of rooms
for businesses to explore and
innovate in order to appeal to the
changing habits and interests of the
modern consumers.

Faiiza Mohd Mokhtar is
the Head of Marketing And
Business
Develo pment ,
CEDAR, a w holly o w ned
subsidiary of the SME Bank
Malaysia. She can be reached at
faiiza@smebank.com.my.
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EVENT

T
Indonesia Hosts
the Fourth Asian
SME Conference
2016

he Indonesian chapter of the International
Council for Small Businesses successfully
managed the Fourth Asian SME Conference
in Jakarta, Indonesia from September 13-17,
2016.
An annual event by the Asia Council for Small
Business (ACSB), the Asian SME Conference was
intended to address issues surrounding long-term
sustainability and progressive growth, thus seeking
viable solutions to further SME growth in the ever
expanding and rapidly growing Asian economies.
Featuring 17 renowned researchers, political
officials and entrepreneurs, ACSB 2016 facilitated
an educational session amid academic presentation,
discussion and robust networking.
Open to entrepreneurs, start-up businesses,
university students, academics and political officials,
the five-day conference centred around various
economic issues ranging from production efficiency
to innovation-driven processes with relevant panelists
from various Asian countries at bay to share their
insightful thoughts.
To top it all, there were also industrial visits (i.e.
to the Dharma Bhakti Astra Foundation, Martha Tilaar
Group and BCA which championing the development
of SMEs) as well as a youth entrepreneurship camp
which provided golden opportunity for the region’s
youth entrepreuners to introduce their business idea
or to be exposed to the latest entrepreneurship and
mentoring programme by practitioners, business
experts and faculty members.

T

he Philippine
Small
and
M e d i u m
Enterprise
Business
Expo (PhilSME) has
stood out as the
Philippines’
leading
trade show in the
promotion of small and
medium
enterprises
(SMEs) in the country.
Themed
Boost
Your Business, the
Fourth PhilSME
Business Expo
served as an ideal
platform in providing
information on the latest innovations and trends via an
interactive programme comprising seminars, forums,
workshops, product presentations and other activities
that would spur SME’s to be competitive in the ASEAN
Economic Community.
The expo which took place from October 21-22, 2016
at the SMX Convention Center Manila, featured over 100
companies from various business sectors in over 1,815 sq
metres of exhibition space.
It attracted many aspiring entrepreneurs, business
owners, directors, managers, business professionals,
executives, interested franchisees, businessmen, investors
and academics in addition to trade association members
and government officers.
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Breakthrough Problem
Solving For Sales Leaders

T

he challenges facing today’s
sales executives and their
organisations continue to grow,
but so do the expectations that they
will find ways to overcome them and
drive consistent sales growth.
There are no simple solutions to
this situation, but in this thoroughly
updated second edition of Sales
Growth, experts from McKinsey &
Company build on their practical
blueprint for achieving this goal
and explore what world-class sales
executives are doing right now to find
growth and capture it – as well as how
they are creating the capabilities to
keep growing in the future.
Based on discussions with more
than 200 of today’s most successful
global sales leaders from a wide array
of organisations and industries, the
book puts the experiences of these

Author
: Thomas Baumgartner et al.
Paperback : 320 pages
Publisher : McKinsey & Company
(2nd edition) (2016)

professionals in perspective and offers
real-life examples of how they’ve
overcome the challenges encountered
in the quest for growth.
Broken down into five overarching
strategies for successful sales growth,
Sales Growth shares valuable lessons
on everything from how to beat the
competition by looking forward, to
turning deep insights into simple
messages for the front line.
Page by page, readers will learn
how sales executives are digging
deeper than ever to find untapped
growth,
maximising
emerging
markets opportunities, and powering
growth through digital sales. They’ll
also discover what it takes to find big
growth in big data, develop the right
‘sales DNA’ in their organisation and
improve channel performance.

Compiled by Roy Chen

Getting More
Done in
Less Time
The legendary Eat That Frog! (more
than 1.5 million copies sold worldwide
and translated into 42 languages)
will change your life. There just isn’t
enough time for everything on our
‘To Do’ list – and there never will be.
Successful people don’t try to do
everything. They learn to focus on the
most important tasks and make sure
they get done.
There’s an old saying that if the first
thing you do each morning is to eat a
live frog, you’ll have the satisfaction of
knowing that it’s probably the worst
thing you’ll do all day.
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Using ‘eat that frog’ as a metaphor
for tackling the most challenging
task of your day – the one you are
most likely to procrastinate on, but
also probably the one that can have
the greatest positive impact on your
life – Eat That Frog! shows how to
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Author
: Brian Tracy
Paperback : 145 pages
Publisher : Kindle Edition (2nd Edition)
(2012)

zero in on these critical tasks and
organise your day. You’ll not only get
more done faster, but get the right
things done.
Bestselling author Brian Tracy
cuts to the core of what is vital to
effective time management: decision,
discipline,
and
determination.
In this fully revised and updated
second edition, he provides brand
new information on how to keep
technology
from
dominating
your time.
He details 21 practical and
doable steps that will help you stop
procrastinating and get more of the
important tasks done – today!

PROGRESS TO A NEW LEVEL
OF COMPETITIVENESS
AND SUSTAINABILITY
The Vendor Development Programme (VDP) is specially designed
for Anchor Companies with the core purpose of developing the
capabilities of their vendor companies towards becoming
competitive, sustainable and of global standards. The outcome
based programme will enable companies to achieve specific KPIs
from increasing revenue, penetrating new market to improving
supply chain performance.
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REALIZE YOUR DREAM OF
EXPORTING YOUR PRODUCTS
WITH SME-Go FINANCING TODAY!!!

SME-Go

Are You Ready to Export Globally?
Realize your dream of exporting your products with SME-Go Financing.
Benefits of SME-Go:
1. Minimum financing is RM250,000.
2. Maximum financing tenure of 15 years.
3. Financing of fixed assets.
4. Financing of working capital.
Eligibility:
1. Minimum 3 years in business.
2. Malaysian owned business (more than 51% ownership): Sdn Bhd, Partnership and Sole Proprietor.
3. Involved in goverment promoted industries and sector identified by the Bank from time to time.
Terms and Conditions apply.

For further enquiries and free consultancy regarding the SME-Go, please do not hesitate to contact
our Customer Service Centre via our toll-free number 1 800 88 3131 or visit www.smebank.com.my
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